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Cross-language information retrieval concerns the problem of finding infor-
mation in one language in response to search requests expressed in another lan-
guage. The explosive growth of the World Wide Web, with access to information
in many languages, has provided a substantial impetus for research on this im-
portant problem. In recent years, significant advances in cross-language retrieval
effectiveness have resulted from the application of statistical techniques to estimate
accurate translation probabilities for individual terms from automated analysis of
human-prepared translations. With few exceptions, however, those results have
been obtained by applying evidence about the meaning of terms to translation in
one direction at a time (e.g., by translating the queries into the document language).
This dissertation introduces a more general framework for the use of trans-
lation probability in cross-language information retrieval based on the notion that
information retrieval is dependent fundamentally upon matching what the searcher
means with what the document author meant. The perspective yields a simple com-
putational formulation that provides a natural way of combining what have been
known traditionally as query and document translation. When combined with the
use of synonym sets as a computational model of meaning, cross-language search
results are obtained using English queries that approximate a strong monolingual
baseline for both French and Chinese documents. Two well-known techniques (struc-
tured queries and probabilistic structured queries) are also shown to be a special
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Advances in computer and communication technology continue to drive the explo-
sive growth of the Internet and the electronic information available in a variety of
languages. Over the past five years, for example, Internet usage has increased 126%
in the world - the usage has tripled in the Middle East, Latin America, and Africa,
and continued to rapidly grow in Asia and Europe (see Figure 1.1). According to
the information provided on its Web site, the world’s leading Internet search engine
Google indexes more than 8 billion Web pages. Yet, this represents just part of the
whole World Wide Web. Although English continues to be the most widely-used
language on the Internet, the use of non-English languages increases rapidly, ac-
counting for 63% of the total Internet language usage, as the statistics showed in
early February 2005. Among non-English languages, Asian languages including Chi-
nese, Japanese, and Korean, and European languages including Spanish, German,
French, and Italian are more commonly used than other non-English languages (see
Figure 1.2). The Web contains information useful in solving many different types of
information problems. It also presents the challenge of developing automatic com-
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Figure 1.1: Internet usage growth (%) by World Region: 2000-2005. Internet usage
information comes from data published by Nielsen//NetRatings, by International
Telecommunications Union, by NICs and other reliable sources. Data was updated
on February 3, 2005. Courtesy InternetWorldStats.com
puter systems to manage and provide access to information in languages unfamiliar
to them. This dissertation introduces a general framework for searching text written
in one language in response to information requests expressed in another language,
a specific problem of Information Retrieval (IR) known as Cross-Language Informa-
tion Retrieval (CLIR).
In many situations, people need to find information in an unfamiliar language
or to find information in several familiar languages simultaneously. The following
examples illustrate the prevalence and importance of CLIR for information users:
• A graduate student writing a survey article on the effect of nuclear power usage
2
Figure 1.2: Top 10 Languages on the Internet: 2005. Data updated on
February 14, 2005. Internet usage information comes from data published by
Nielsen//NetRatings, International Telecommunications Union, and other reliable
sources. Courtesy InternetWorldStats.com
3
on national economic growth in developing countries needs to find specific
information about the operation, capacity, and safety of nuclear power plants
in China. The majority of such information exists in newspapers published in
Chinese, most of which are electronically accessible through the World Wide
Web.
• The Department of Homeland Security needs information regarding institu-
tions around the world that train non-commercial pilots. It is believed that
most foreign pilot schools advertise only in their native languages.
• A historian studying the Holocaust needs to search information from a col-
lection of interviews of Holocaust survivors, rescuers, and witnesses. The
collection contains more than 50,000 audio/video interviews in 32 languages.
• A friend recounted how his advisor in China developed a novel idea for mea-
suring distance using laser beams. The professor wants to apply for the a
U.S. patent, but he does not know whether this idea has been patented in this
country. He asks my friend for a favor to discover the answer.
• A high school classmate works as an anesthetist in a hospital in China. His
department is choosing between two newly imported anesthesia, one from a
Germany company and the other from a U.S. company. He needs publications
that report the use of these two medicines. Unfortunately, he knows neither
German nor English, although he speaks fluent Japanese.
• The customer service department of an international computer software mar-
4
keting company frequently receive emails written in different languages, most
of which requesting troubleshooting information regarding a localized version
of the software.
• A military observer fluently speaking Chinese, English, and Japanese wants
to find news articles published in the past decade about issues related to the
Taiwan Strait.
These tasks involve searching a large collection of information items (newspa-
per articles, journal papers, etc.) in the same subjects as the user’s interests, and
the information may exist in languages unfamiliar to the users.
In this dissertation, we focus on a critical components of systems designed to
handle such tasks. The component concerns the automatic matching of represen-
tations of information requests (usually called “queries”) with textual documents.
Since queries and documents are written in different languages, directly match-
ing them usually fails. Therefore, some sort of “translation” should be applied.
Automatic translation (that is, translation performed automatically by computers)
often contains errors, which can degrade CLIR effectiveness significantly. Therefore,
designing CLIR systems that are robust to erroneous translations has attracted in-
tensive research interest.
There are generally two types of automatic translation techniques in CLIR.
Dictionary-based translation attempts to find translation equivalents from machine-
readable bilingual dictionaries, while corpus-based techniques extract translation
knowledge from bilingual text. Each type of technique has its advantages and dis-
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advantages. In recent years, corpus-based techniques have attracted more attention
as translation probability learned from bilingual corpora has proved useful for im-
proving cross-language search effectiveness. However, most studies on this topic
have been limited to the use of unidirectional translation knowledge (for example,
translation from query language to document language), and we haven’t aware of
any of them that used synonymy knowledge.
This dissertation introduces a general framework for cross-language informa-
tion retrieval based on the notion that the goal should be to match the intended
meanings of searcher and author. This perspective yields a simple computational
formulation that provides a natural way of combining evidence from query and doc-
ument translation, together with synonymy knowledge.
We will describe the motivation of the study in Section 1.1. Our research
questions are listed in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 states the contributions of the study.
The chapter ends with the layout of the dissertation in Section 1.4.
1.1 Motivation
Figure 1.3 shows a typical process of information seeking, which involves three in-
terrelated sub-processes [59]. The entire process starts with a situation in which the
user needs information to solve problems he/she encounters. In the predict process,
users try to predict which information resources may contain the needed informa-
tion, which systems they should use to find such information, and what kind of
queries (including query terms and query structures) they should use. Then, the
6
Figure 1.3: A typical information seeking process
formulated queries are fed to the nominate process, in which the system matches
the queries automatically with documents contained in the system. Retrieved docu-
ments are displayed to the users for selection and examination in the choice process.
Selected documents are delivered to the users so they can solve their problems. The
three processes are not isolated from each other, since often what the users learned
from one process could help refine actions in other processes. In this study, however,
we focus on the automatic search of relevant documents, as it is a key component
of any information retrieval system.
Automatic search of relevant documents occurs by matching queries and doc-
uments, and different retrieval models have been developed for it. In this study, we
focus on ranked retrieval, that is, a relevance score is estimated for each document.
Documents are ranked then by their relevance scores in decreasing order, producing
a ranked list of documents for each query. In CLIR, this means for each query
7
written in one language, we want to produce a ranked list of documents written in
another language.
Traditional approaches to CLIR have either translated queries or translating
documents so that queries and documents are expressed using terms in the same
language; direct term matching techniques can then be employed. Both directions
have weaknesses: the limited context available in (typically) short queries adds
uncertainty to query translation, and computational costs can limit the extent to
which context can be exploited when translating enormous document collections.
Query translation achieves the information retrieval system’s goal by approx-
imating what would have happened if the searcher had expressed their query in the
document language. Document translation takes the opposite tack, approximat-
ing what would have happened if the authors had written in the query language.
McCarley found that merging ranked lists generated using query translation and
document translation yielded a statistically significant improvement in mean aver-
age precision compared to that achieved by either approach alone [51]. That result,
which has been confirmed by others (e.g. [36]), suggests that neither query trans-
lation nor document translation alone can model adequately the probability that
searchers and authors had the same meaning in mind. Boughanem et al. used bidi-
rectional (“round trip”) translation to filter potentially problematic translations,
and achieved some improvement of CLIR effectiveness [5]. Inspired by these in-
sights, we seek to explore the usefulness of applying translation knowledge in both
directions in a more principled way.
Another motivation of this study involves the structured query method sug-
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gested originally by Pirkola [68]. The technique has been shown by several other
studies to be effective in handling multiple translations acquired from bilingual dic-
tionaries [53, 63, 27]. The structured query technique treats multiple translations of
a query term as synonyms so each of the translations appearing in a document rep-
resents an instance of the query term in that document. Consequently, in a ranked
retrieval system based on term frequency (TF) and document frequency (DF), the
TF of a query term in a document can be computed by summing the TF of each
of its translations in the same document, whereas the DF of the term will be the
number of documents contain at least one of the target translations of the query
term. Kwok later proposed to compute DF in a way similar to TF, that is, the DF
of a query term is simplified as the summation of the DF of each of its translations,
and no noticeable adverse effect on retrieval effectiveness has been found in a later
study by Darwish and Oard [15]. In that study, Kwok’s formulation also extended
to handle the case in which translation probabilities are available, that is, the trans-
lation probability was used in the computation of TF and DF of each query term.
They called this technique probabilistic structured queries (PSQ). They found the
PSQ method could outperform the structured query method significantly, showing
translation probability helps improving CLIR effectiveness.
Structured queries and PSQ are designed for translation from query language
to document language. In many other situations the available translation knowl-
edge operates in the other direction, from document language to query language.
Therefore, we want to know whether similar techniques can be developed to use
the document translation probability in the computation of term weight, so CLIR
9
effectiveness can be improved in comparison to document translation without using
translation probability.
The third factor motivating this study is the recent process of language mod-
eling approaches to IR in general and to CLIR in specific [69, 29, 54, 4, 85, 43, 42].
At the core, these approaches model the probability of a query being generated by
a statistical language model that is defined by a document, instead of the proba-
bility of relevance. It has been widely recognized that IR systems based on lan-
guage modeling techniques can perform comparably to the best existing traditional
IR systems. Furthermore, they can extend easily to CLIR by adopting a statisti-
cal document translation model in the ranking formula. In his Ph.D. dissertation
study, Kraaij compared Pirkola’s structured query method with several models of
language modeling based CLIR and found the latter consistently outperformed the
former, achieving nearly 90% of monolingual retrieval effectiveness. On the other
hand, to our best knowledge, there have been no published studies in CLIR based on
structured queries (including PSQ) that achieved strong monolingual effectiveness.
Therefore, we are intrigued in knowing whether structured query techniques can be
further improved.
The key idea supporting the meaning matching model we describe in detail
in Chapter 3 is a probabilistic mapping of terms in two languages into a common
meaning space. Sets of synonymous terms (synsets) are used as a computational
model of meaning. This way, the probability of a term having a specific meaning
can be computed by grouping its translations into synsets, based on synonymy
knowledge obtained from resources such as WordNet or by reusing the statistical
10
translation models. If knowledge of synset alignment across languages is available,
full meaning matching can be occur. Otherwise, we make some simplifications so
partial meaning matching becomes possible.
1.2 Research Questions
The study’s high level goal is to develop a model of meaning matching for CLIR,
so cross-language search effectiveness can be improved significantly. Specifically, we
are interested in the following questions:
1. When using bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge, can
CLIR based on meaning matching significantly outperform the probabilistic
structured query method, which uses only query translation knowledge?
2. When using translation knowledge from document language to query language
alone, can CLIR based on meaning matching achieve retrieval effectiveness
comparable to the probabilistic structured query method?
3. How can we establish a fair monolingual baseline to which CLIR effectiveness
can be compared?
4. When using bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge,
can CLIR based on meaning matching achieve effectiveness comparable to
monolingual effectiveness?
5. How does the effectiveness of the meaning matching model change accord-
ing to the number of translation alternatives used, and how can translation
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alternatives be pruned to maximize CLIR effectiveness?
1.3 Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions:
1. A theoretical framework for CLIR, that is, the meaning matching model. The
model is developed based on the first principle of IR that the goal is to match
what the searchers mean with what the document author meant. In this model,
sets of synonymous terms (or synsets) are used as the computational represen-
tations of meanings. Statistical term-to-term translations are converted into
statistical term-to-synset mappings by conflating synonymous translations into
synsets based on synonymy knowledge learned from resources such as Word-
Net or parallel texts. Experiment results revealed that meaning matching
that used bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge could
outperform the probabilistic structured query method significantly, achieving
CLIR effectiveness comparable to monolingual effectiveness.
2. A new technique for using document translation knowledge, that is, the prob-
abilistic document translation method. The technique uses translation prob-
ability from document terms to query terms in the estimation of query term
weight in a similar way as the structured query method. Experiment results
showed that it could be just at least as effectively as the probabilistic struc-
tured query method.
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3. A new method to establish a fair monolingual baseline. Multiple translations
used for CLIR have an expansion effect. If the same translation resources
can be used in query/document expansion in monolingual retrieval, then the
monolingual effectiveness obtained is a fair upper bound. In this study, statis-
tical synonyms identified from the same parallel corpus were used for mono-
lingual query expansion, and we were able to compare our CLIR effectiveness
to monolingual effectiveness achieved in this way.
4. Reference implementation for sharing with other interested researchers to ex-
plore a wider range of issues in IR and other related fields.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the problems of and
different approaches to CLIR. CLIR issues and techniques are described from three
perspectives: (1) which terms should be translated? (2) how to obtain translation
knowledge? and (3) how should that translation knowledge be used?
Chapter 3 introduces the meaning matching model. It describes techniques
for acquiring bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge, and
combing these two sources of knowledge in the framework of meaning matching. In
addition, it illustrates that the probabilistic structured query method and its analog,
the probabilistic document translation method, are special cases of the meaning
matching model.
Chapter 4 describes the design of an English-French CLIR experiment and
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presents the results. This includes selection of the test collections, training statisti-
cal translation models, deriving statistical synonyms, query/document processing,
development of the IR engine used in the study, and comparisons of CLIR effective-
ness under different conditions.
Chapter 5 describes two sets of experiments that address CLIR with English
queries and Chinese documents in a similar way to Chapter 4.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with the main findings, limitations,
and implications for future work.
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Chapter 2
Cross-Language Information Retrieval: Overview
Research in the field of CLIR has surged during the last decade, as marked by four
major IR/CLIR evaluation workshops: the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC), the
Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF), the NII-NACSIS Test Collection for
IR Systems (NTCIR) evaluation, and the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT).
Proceedings of these workshops, proceedings of the annual ACM SIGIR Conference
on Research and Development in Information Retrieval, and several journals are the
major publications of CLIR.
In this chapter, we first introduce the general field of IR in Section 2.1. We
present the definition of IR, explain its key concepts and components, and outline
the process in which IR operates. We then continue by identifying three main prob-
lems unique to CLIR in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 then surveys the main techniques
developed to deal these problems. Evaluation of CLIR is discussed in Section 2.4.
The chapter concludes with a summary of several CLIR problems and techniques
that motivated the study in Section 2.5.
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2.1 Introduction to Information Retrieval
This section describes the major processes, concepts, and models of information
retrieval.
2.1.1 Several Key Concepts of Information Retrieval
At its highest level, this dissertation concerns Information Retrieval (IR), the task of
finding relevant items from a repository of information to solve information problems
encountered by users. A typical IR system stores and represents collections of
information items. Upon receipt of a user’s search request, it forms the search
request into a query, initiates a mechanism that matches the query against the
representation of each information object in the repository, and nominates a subset
of information objects potentially relevant to the user’s information need. Here,
several concepts are important not only for defining IR but also for clarifying the
scope of this study.
The information repository of an IR system consists of a finite set of infor-
mation items. Information items encompass human knowledge and describe events,
facts, opinions, etc. They could exist in a variety of forms such as handwriting text,
printed text, electronic text, images, music, audio, and video. Usually the retrieval
of many non-text information objects can be converted into the retrieval of text, so
text retrieval has been a key component of modern information retrieval systems.
Information objects in text format are usually called documents. A set of documents
comprises a document collection. In this study, we focus on retrieval of documents
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written in a language different from the language in which the information request
is expressed, that is, the task of Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR).
Users come to an IR system because they have information problems. Informa-
tion problems (for example, “I need journal articles on word sense disambiguation.”)
differ from other kinds of problems (for example, “I’m very hungry.”) in that in-
formation is needed in order to solve the problems. Information problems create
information needs. However, clarifying information needs and expressing them ac-
curately is not an easy task, mainly because: (1) users may not be sure what their
information problems are and what information they need exactly, especially in the
early stage, (2) information needs may change as users interact with IR systems, (3)
languages may be inadequate for describing information needs precisely, and (4) IR
systems may have constraints on how users’ information needs can be expressed and
interpreted. In other words, an information need is dynamic and subject to change
in the process of IR.
Relevance is perhaps the most important and controversial concept in the field
of IR. A document’s relevance to an information need could be affected by many
factors such as its subject content, novelty, authority, credibility, availability, etc.
In this study, we focus on the retrieval of documents that are topically relevant
to users’ information needs. Such a simplification makes it possible to produce
relevance judgments that specify whether a document is relevant to an information
request. This is important because relevance judgments can be used as a common-
ground for comparing different retrieval systems and evaluating new techniques.
The success of information retrieval is ultimately assessed by the degree of user
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satisfaction with the quality of the retrieved information in solving their problems.
In a user-centered paradigm, user satisfaction can be studied through questionnaires,
surveys, direct observations, etc. In a system-centered paradigm, as is the case of
this study, user satisfaction is measured mainly by retrieval effectiveness. Two ba-
sic quantitative measures of retrieval effectiveness are widely used to derive other
effectiveness measures: recall and precision. Recall is the proportion of retrieved rel-
evant documents to the total relevant documents, while precision is the proportion
of retrieved relevant documents to the total retrieved documents. Recall reflects the
system’s power of including all possible relevant documents, while precision mea-
sures the system’s capability of excluding non-relevant items. They complement
each other, but neither can give a complete assessment of the system’s performance
alone. They form the basis for system-centered IR evaluation, and many effective-
ness measures are derived from them. We will discuss CLIR evaluation in detail in
Section 2.4.
2.1.2 Basic Processes of Information Retrieval
An IR system basically has to support three processes: representation of users’ infor-
mation needs, representation of the documents the system contains, and matching
the two representations (see Figure 2.1).
The process of representing documents is indexing. Usually, document fea-
tures are compared, such as the statistical distributions of the content-bearing words
within each document. Document features are stored and organized in the docu-
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Figure 2.1: Three basic processes of information retrieval [14].
ment index to facilitate matching documents with queries represented in a similar
fashion. Indexing usually consists of sub-processes such as analysis of spelling vari-
ants, stemming, stopword removal, and term counting. Most IR systems treat each
document as a “bag of terms,” so only meaning-bearing linguistic units are extracted
and used, while other information such as sentence structure is discarded. In this
dissertation, we use terms to refer to the meaning-bearing linguistic units used to
index documents. A term could be a word, a phrase, a synonym set, or a char-
acter n-gram. There are generally two types of IR, according to the nature of the
terms used to represent queries and documents. Controlled vocabulary IR allows
only the use of terms pre-defined in a thesaurus, while free-text IR allows the use
of any terms appearing in the document collection. Controlled vocabulary IR re-
quires both the indexer and the searcher to be familiar with the thesaurus terms and
to assign consistently same thesaurus terms to the same concepts. When used by
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experienced indexers and searchers, controlled vocabulary IR can be effective. On
the other hand, controlled vocabulary usually requires manual or semi-automatic
indexing, which could be impractical when the amount of information that needs
to be processed becomes large. In addition, for users who are unfamiliar with the
subject domain and the thesaurus, controlled vocabulary can be more of an obstacle
than a useful tool. This study focuses on free-text retrieval.
The process of representing the user information need is called query formu-
lation. Query formulation takes the information need as its input and produces a
query in a format acceptable to the system. Defining the information need, how-
ever, can be a complicated process, as suggested by Taylor [82]. However, query
formulation in this study is simplified. Given a search topic that expresses user’s
information request, we automatically extract all the words and treat them as a bag
of words for that query.
The matching process compares the query representation with the document
representation to produce a subset of documents that are potentially relevant to
the information need. The mechanism of matching queries and documents is often
referred to as retrieval model. Generally, two kinds of matching mechanisms exist,
Boolean retrieval and ranked retrieval (described below). Consequently, the result
of query/document matching is either a fixed set of documents or a ranked list of
documents that are hopefully relevant to the information need.
Ideally, IR systems should retrieve only relevant documents. Due to the un-
certainty embedded in the process of representing users’ information needs and doc-
ument content, it is almost inevitable that some relevant documents will be missed
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while some non-relevant documents will be returned. In addition, information needs
may change as users gain a better understanding of the system, the document collec-
tions, and the way that the system retrieves and presents documents. Therefore, IR
systems usually provide some interaction mechanisms through which users examine
and select documents returned by the systems and refine their queries for searching
more relevant documents. This is where feedback (as shown in Figure 2.1) happens.
These three basic processes are general to all kinds of IR, although for specific
IR some of these processes could be more complicated. For example, in CLIR,
queries and documents are written in different languages, meaning either queries
and/or documents need to be translated. In this case, query/document translation
becomes part of representation. In an interactive CLIR system, users may be also
involved in the process of query/document translation, so feedback could be more
complicated [28].
2.1.3 Information Retrieval Models
Information retrieval generally falls into two categories: exact match and ranked
retrieval. In a system based on exact match, a binary decision is made regarding
the relevance of a document to a query. Boolean model is a typical exact match
model. There are many retrieval models based on ranked retrieval. The mostly
widely used ones includes vector space model, probabilistic model, and models that




The Boolean model is based on set theory and Boolean algebra. In a Boolean
retrieval system, documents are represented by a set of index terms, but the statistics
such as term frequency (TF) and document frequency (DF) are ignored. Therefore,
the retrieval in a Boolean system is based on binary decision (that is, a document is
either relevant or non-relevant). This is a major difference between Boolean retrieval
systems and ranked retrieval systems. In addition, queries in a Boolean system are
constructed using Boolean operators such as AND, OR, NOT to connect query
terms. A weakness of Boolean query formulation is that information needs may not
easily be converted into Boolean expressions. Nevertheless, Boolean retrieval model
is still used by many commercial information retrieval systems.
2.1.3.2 Vector Space Model
Vector space model (VSM) shares a common feature with other types of ranked
retrieval models: it ranks documents in decreasing order of some measures that cor-
responds to the relevance of each document to the query. In a VSM, both queries
and documents are represented by n dimensional vectors [76]. Each element in
a vector is the weight of the corresponding term in the query or document that
the vector represents. The relevance score, more precisely Retrieval Status Value
(RSV), of a document with respect to a query in a VSM is estimated by the sim-
ilarity between the query vector and the document vector. Mathematically, this
can be realized by the inner product of the query vector and the document vector.
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Suppose the query vector is ~q = (w1,q, w2,q, . . . , wn,q) and the document vector is
~dk = (w1,k, w2,k, . . . , wn,k), we have:
RSV (q, dk) = ~q · ~dk =
n∑
i=1
wi,q × wi,k (2.1)
An important problem with this computation is that longer document tend
to receive higher RSV due to longer vector length, while longer documents may
not necessarily more relevant than shorter documents. A better way to handle the
problem is to apply vector length normalization. Mathematically, the inner product
of two length-normalized vectors equals to the cosine of the angel between the two
vectors, so RSV based on vector length normalization is often referred to as cosine
similarity:
RSV (q, dk) = cos(~q, ~dk) =
~q · ~dk
|~q| × | ~dk|
=
∑n





Although there exist a variety of ways to compute term weights, they often
utilize two weighting factors: term frequency (TF) and document frequency (DF).
TF is the number of occurrences of a term in a document, while DF is the number
of documents in which a term occurs. TF is a measure of aboutness, which has
beneficial effects on both precision and recall. DF is a measure of specificity, and its
principal effect is on precision. In practice, both TF and DF are normalized before
they are combined to compute term weight. For example, Salton and Buckley
suggested the following way to compute document term weights:
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• tfi,k is the normalized TF in document dk;
• dfi is the normalized DF;
• freqi,k is the raw TF in document dk;
• N is the total number of documents in the collection;
• ni is the number of documents containing the term (that is, the raw DF).
and the following way to compute query term weights:






where qtfi,q is the normalized query term frequency and freqi,q is the raw term
frequency in query q.
2.1.3.3 Probabilistic Model
The classic probabilistic model was introduced in 1976 by Robertson and Sparck
Jones [73]. Given a query q, the probabilistic model attempts to estimate the simi-






where p(R|~dj) denotes the probability that document dk belongs to the set R
of relevant documents and p(R|~dj) denotes the probability that dk belongs to the





In this equation, p(~dj)|R×p(R) stands for the probability of randomly selecting
dk from relevant set R while p(~dj|R) stands for the probability of randomly selecting
dk from non-relevant set R. Since p(R) and p(R) are the same for all documents,
they will not affect document ranking. Therefore, the similarity computation can
be simplified as:



















• p(wi = 1|R) stands for the probability that term wi is present in a document
randomly selected from the relevant set R;
• p(wi = 1|R) stands for the probability that term wi is present in a document
randomly selected from the non-relevant set R;
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• p(wi = 0|R) stands for the probability that term wi is absent from a document
randomly selected from the relevant set R;
• p(wi = 0|R) stands for the probability that term wi is absent from a document
randomly selected from the non-relevant set R.
If we use pi to represent the first item and qi to represent the second item,
the third item and the fourth item becomes 1 − pi and 1 − qi respectively. Taking







Robertson and Sparck Jones discussed different ways to estimate the param-
eters and suggested to estimate pi using r/R and qi using (n − r)/(N − R) [73],
where:
• r is the number of relevant document containing query term ti;
• R is the total number of relevant documents;
• n is the number of documents containing query term ti;
• N is the total number of documents in the collection.
When relevance information is not present (R = r = 0), a constant factor 0.5 is




N − n + 0.5
n + 0.5
(2.10)
Compared to VSM, this model only considers document frequency. Robertson
et al later extended the model based on a 2-poisson distribution to include term
frequency information in the computation of similarity scores. They developed a
family of weighting functions that are generally known as Best Matching (BM). The
most widely used one is BM25 weighting [74]:













• RSV (q, dk) is the retrieval status value of document dk concerning query q;
• N is the total number of documents in the collection;
• n is the number of documents containing ti;
• tf is the term frequency of ti in dk;
• dl is the length of document dk;
• avdl is the average document length in the collection.
• qtf is the term frequency of ti in query q;
• k1, b, and k3 are parameters in BM25, usually 1.2, 0.75, and 7-1000 respec-
tively.
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2.1.3.4 Information Retrieval based on Language Models
Language modeling approaches to IR have been widely studied recently [69, 29, 54,
4, 85, 43, 42]. The underlying idea is that each document in the collection defines
a document model MD, and the document is ranked by the probability that the
query was generated by the document model: P (Q|MD) (query likelihood). The
word independence assumption is used so the probability of a unigram document
model generating a query could be computed through multiplying the probability
of the document model generating each query word or token:




Alternatively, a unigram language model MQ for the query Q can be defined. In
this case, documents are ranked through estimating the probability of each document
D in the collection being sampled randomly from this language model (document
likelihood):




Both models have advantages and disadvantages. The query likelihood model
does not have the notion of relevance, and it is difficult to incorporate user feedback
and expansion. The document likelihood model does not consider document length,
and documents containing frequent words tend to be favored. For these reasons,
approaches combining the two models have been suggested [40]. First, a query
model MQ and a document model MD are estimated. Then, the similarity between
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the two models is computed based on similarity measures such as cross-entropy:
H(MQ ‖ MD) = −
∑
w
P (w|MQ) log P (w|MD) (2.14)
Regardless of methods, the key to language modeling approaches is estimat-
ing the language model MD and/or MQ from D and/or Q. The problem becomes
the computation of unigram frequencies through maximum-likelihood estimation
and handling of zero frequency words (using smoothing). Among all smoothing
techniques, interpolation using background probabilities seems to succeed for such
purposes. Work by Miller, et al illustrated this when they developed a two-state
hidden Markov model (HMM) to simulate the process of query generation, assum-
ing word independence [54]. This model estimates the probability of a document
generating a query term by the normalized frequency of the term, augmented by
the unigram frequency of the term in a large corpus in query language. Mayfield,
et al integrated this model into their HAIRCUT retrieval system [50].
We have to point out that all these models were original developed to handle
monolingual IR, and all of them requires some sort of term matching. When applied
to CLIR, since queries and documents are in different languages, directly matching
queries and documents will fail. With vector space models and probabilistic models,
it is common to see that either queries or documents are first translated into the other
language so that CLIR is converted into monolingual IR. With language modeling
approaches, a document translation model is often integrated into the computation
of unigram frequency. For example, Xu and Weischedel later extended the model
to CLIR by integrating a translation model into it [85]. The same model was used
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by Larkey and Connell in their TREC experiments [41]. As we explain in detail in
Chapter 3, we developed a new way of estimating TF and DF of query terms in
documents in this study even if they are in different languages.
2.2 Major Issues of Cross-Language Information Retrieval
As a special case of IR, CLIR must consider both issues common to general IR and
those unique to CLIR. In this section, we will focus on issues unique to CLIR. We
are particularly interested in knowing what these issues are, how they affect CLIR
effectiveness, what techniques have been developed already to solve these issues, and
what problems remain. CLIR differs fundamentally from monolingual IR by having
queries and documents written in different languages. Due to this unique feature,
a direct match of query representation and document representation usually will
fail. Therefore, either queries or documents, or sometimes both, need be translated
before a matching mechanism can be applied. Many issues unique to CLIR can be
attributed to the operation of query/document translation.
Issues specific to CLIR have been well recognized. Oard and Diekema ad-
dressed three challenges in dictionary-based CLIR: what to translate, where to
obtain translation knowledge, and how to use the translation knowledge [60]. In
conducting CLIR, one has to first decide the linguistic units to be translated. What
to translate usually relates to the available translation resources and language pro-
cessing tools. The translation resource is probably the most important resource for
CLIR, because it influences the way other issues are handled and the overall retrieval
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effectiveness. The availability of translation resources varies greatly among differ-
ent languages. The translation resources also plays an important role for people to
decide what knowledge to extract and how to obtain such knowledge. The type of
the translation knowledge in turn affects how it will be used.
2.2.1 What to Translate?
Translation units can be word stems, words, character N-grams, or phrases. The
available translation resource plays an important role in the selection of transla-
tion units, and a balanced consideration between translation ambiguity and term
coverage is equally important. Machine translation systems use many linguistic fea-
tures, and are usually capable of translating individual words, phrases, or sentences.
Bilingual dictionaries focus on word translation and sometimes phrase translation.
Translation models learned from parallel corpora are also primarily intended for
word translation, with recent studies beginning to address phrase translation [66].
For a given resource, accuracy increases while coverage decreases when moving from
word stems to words, phrases, and, finally, sentences. In other words, high transla-
tion accuracy (or low translation ambiguity) often occurs at the cost of low transla-
tion coverage. For example, phrases are often less ambiguous than their component
words, but a bilingual dictionary with poor phrase coverage will fail to translate
most phrases. A dictionary is more likely to cover single words, although some
translations might be inaccurate in any particular context due to word sense ambi-
guity.
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Basic natural language processing (NLP) operations, such as word segmenta-
tion, stemming, and stop-word removal, are often necessary in the selecting transla-
tion units. Word segmentation is simple for languages like English as white spaces
between words in written text provide a natural boundary. However, it could be a
complicated for other languages such as Chinese, which does not exhibit any explicit
word boundary. Adding to the complexity is the issue of segmentation ambiguity, in
which sentences may be segmented into different words with different meanings. An
early study of dictionary-based query translation for Chinese-English CLIR showed
incorrect segmentation often led to rare Chinese words that had translations with low
document frequency [62]. As a result, many non-relevant documents were retrieved,
and CLIR effectiveness was significantly degraded. The issue of word segmentation
is not trivial. It also exists in other languages such as German and Finnish, which
have a lot of compound words that may need to be decomposed into component
words.
Stemming identifies stems shared by morphological variants. In monolingual
IR, stemming reduces the size of the document index and improves recall. Stemming
is also useful for CLIR, since it helps to translate morphological variants that may
not be covered by bilingual dictionaries. Despite the usefulness of stemming in
translation and indexing, it can be difficult to design good stemmers, especially
for languages with complicated morphology (e.g., Arabic). In addition, stemming
“depth” could be critical since too “light” stemming will have little effect while too
“aggressive” stemming may incorrectly pick up words that do not share the same
meanings.
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Finally, function words and words appearing in many documents are of little
importance for IR and should be removed. These function words and frequent words
are called stop-words. Stop-word removal can reduce the size of the document index.
For CLIR based on word translation, pre-translation stop-word removal is important
since stop-words can sometimes be translated incorrectly into words with high term
weight [46].
2.2.2 How to Obtain the Translation Knowledge?
Translation knowledge may include a broad range of things useful for query/document
translation. When translation happens on a word-to-word basis, translation knowl-
edge could mean that for a given term in one language, all the terms in the other
language that the term translates to and/or the probability that the term translates
to each of them. In this dissertation, translation knowledge means both the mul-
tiple translation alternatives and their probabilities. Obtaining translation knowl-
edge requires two steps: acquiring translation resources that contain the translation
knowledge and extracting the translation knowledge from the resources. Among the
possible translation resources, humans can produce the most accurate and fluent
translation. In some interactive CLIR systems, human translators (usually also the
information searchers) are involved in selecting translations nominated automati-
cally by machines [28, 21]. However, due to their limited availability, high expense,
and low speed, human translators are impractical for any automatic CLIR system.
Therefore, translation resources such as bilingual dictionaries, parallel/comparable
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corpora, and MT systems, are more often used for CLIR.
Each type of translation resource has its strengths and weaknesses in terms
of availability, vocabulary coverage, translation ambiguity, and the amount of ef-
fort required to develop/acquire it and to extract translation knowledge from it.
In deciding which translation resource(s) to use, all these factors should be consid-
ered carefully. MT systems usually produce more accurate translations than other
translation methods, but building MT systems requires more language resources and
human effort. Bilingual dictionaries cover more language pairs than other transla-
tion resources. However, machine readable bilingual dictionaries have varied quality
of term coverage and usually do not contain translation probability proved useful
for CLIR [15]. Sentence-aligned parallel corpora contain pairs of sentences in two
languages that are accurate translations of each other. They can used for deriving
term-to-term translation models, which have been shown useful for CLIR [85, 39].
However, sentence-aligned parallel texts do not exist for most language pairs, and
the translation models derived in this way are domain-specific. Comparable corpora,
which are bilingual texts on the same subject, are easier to obtain. Extracting ac-
curate translation knowledge from comparable corpora is a more challenging task.
Section 2.3.2 will describe major techniques for obtaining translation knowledge
from different resources.
Regardless of the translation resources, often terms cannot be translated as
they are not covered by the translation resources. These terms are known generally
as Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) terms. Since OOV terms are often named entities
such as person names, organization names, and geographical locations, failing to
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translate them can degrade CLIR effectiveness significantly.
2.2.3 How to Use the Translation Knowledge?
The use of translation knowledge is usually studied from two interrelated perspec-
tives: translation disambiguation and weighting translation alternatives. When
multiple translation alternatives are available, whether dictionaries or corpora, one
has to resolve translation ambiguity (i.e., decide which translation alternative or
alternatives to use). Translation ambiguity occurs because of the existence of pol-
ysemy, when terms may have more than one meaning. For each polysemous term,
bilingual dictionaries usually contain translations that have different meanings. A
simple dictionary reference will bring in all these translations. However, in a given
context (for example, in a specific query submitted by a searcher) a term usually has
just one meaning. Including translations that do not encode the intended meaning
in the translated query will lead to retrieval of irrelevant documents. Ambiguity
also exists in translations derived from parallel corpora because every term in one
language has some chance of translating to every term in the other language.
How severely can translation ambiguity and the failure to translate OOV terms
affect CLIR effectiveness? An early study showed that, without translation disam-
biguation and OOV recovery/compensation, CLIR could only achieve 40-60% re-
trieval effectiveness of its monolingual counterpart [17]. Most researchers attributed
the drop of CLIR effectiveness to failing to translate multi-word expressions as a sin-
gle unit, including incorrect translations, and failing to translate OOV terms. In the
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Mandarin English Information (MEI) project at the 2000 Johns Hopkins Summer
Workshop, we investigated the influence of translation ambiguity and incomplete
translation on CLIR effectiveness [53]. By manually adding missed translations
and removing extraneous translations from dictionary translations, we found that
translation ambiguity (inclusion of some inappropriate translations) and incomplete
translation (failure to translate some source terms or failure to include some appro-
priate translations) each accounts for about 30% decrease of retrieval effectiveness,
and they accounted jointly for about 40% decrease of retrieval effectiveness, both
measured by mean average precision. Although the experiment had its limitations,
the results showed the importance of resolving translation ambiguity and OOV terms
in CLIR.
The three issues are often interrelated to each other. Development and acqui-
sition of translation resources is the most fundamental, since it largely affects which
translation units to select and how to use the translation knowledge. For example, if
a bilingual word list is used, translation disambiguation will require extra resources
such as a parallel/comparable/monolingual corpus or linguistic tools such as a part-
of-speech (POS) tagger. If the translation resource is a statistical word-to-word
translation model, both translation disambiguation and weighting translation alter-
natives can be done on translation probability. In addition, phrase identification
may reduce the effort required to do translation disambiguation, while stemming
could compensate for the limited coverage of translation resources. Finally, transla-
tion disambiguation and weighting translation alternatives are closely related to each
other. Good translation disambiguation can minimize, or even eliminate, the ne-
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cessity of weighting translation alternatives, while a well-designed weighting schema
can accommodate translation ambiguity.
Among these issues, translation ambiguity and weighting translation alterna-
tives are common to all languages. For this reason, they have attracted the most
intensive research interest in CLIR. Extraction of translation units, alternatively,
is a language-dependent issue. In next section, we will review the state-of-the-art
techniques designed to address these issues.
2.3 CLIR Techniques: the State-of-the-Art
Over the past decade, a variety of models, approaches, and techniques have been
proposed for and applied to CLIR. While some have been commonly accepted, others
continue to be improved. In this section, we review the state-of-the-art technology
in the field of CLIR.
2.3.1 Pre-Translation Segmentation
Pre-translation segmentation seeks to answer the question of “what to translate,”
identifying and extracting the linguistic units to be translated. In order to extract
the appropriate forms of linguistic units ready to be relayed to the translation rou-
tine, several stages of text processing should be performed. Among them, the most
important for CLIR include tokenization, stemming, phrase identification, and stop-
word removal. Stop-word removal is simple, and we described it in Section 2.2.1.
We focus now on techniques for tokenization, stemming, and phrase identification.
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2.3.1.1 Tokenization
Tokenization is the process of recognizing words. This usually includes isolating
words from each other (word segmentation) and from punctuation marks. It also
recognizes abbreviations and acronyms, corrects possible word splits across lines,
reduces words to lower case, and removes accents. Most of these operations are
relatively simple. Word segmentation sometimes requires sophisticated computer
algorithms and language resources. For languages like English, in which white space
indicates explicit word boundaries, word segmentation is simple. But for languages
like Chinese, in which words in a sentence are concatenated one after another, word
segmentation is complicated. It is often an ambiguous process because the same
sentences may be segmented in different ways. Such ambiguity limits the accuracy
of simple dictionary-based techniques.
Usually, three sources of evidence for automatic word segmentation exist: lex-
ical representations such as a list of known items, algorithmic knowledge such as a
heuristic preference for the longest strings, and statistical evidence acquired from a
representative collection of text. Each source of evidence has advantages and disad-
vantages, and practical segmentation schemes exploit multiple sources of evidence.
For example, the simplest commonly implemented approach uses a greedy left-to-
right search for the longest matching substring in a term list. However, lexicon-based
segmentation generally fails when terms not covered by the lexicon are encountered.
Statistical segmentation approaches can help overcome this problem and can also
help improve the selection among alternative segmentations. However, the accu-
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racy of statistical approaches depends on how closely the corpus used to derive
the statistics represents the text to be segmented. Approaches based on syntactic
parsing have also been proposed. Since they are computationally expensive, such
approaches are rarely used in IR. Several studies also used multiple segmentation
hypotheses [62, 85], but using multiple segmentations may produce more incorrect
translations than using one-best segmentations.
For other languages, such as German, tokenization also includes decompound-
ing, in which compound words are split into component words. Decompounding is
a special kind of word segmentation. Therefore, techniques developed for word seg-
mentation can also decompound with little modification. For example, the simplest
way of decompounding uses a greedy left-to-right search for the longest match-
ing substring in a term list. Statistical approaches can refine or select results of
dictionary-based decompounding. Chen developed a German/Dutch decompound-
ing technique that uses both lexical knowledge and statistical knowledge [10]. Com-
pounds were decomposed first with a dictionary that contained only single words
(compounds were excluded). If different ways to decompose a compound existed, the
one with the minimal number of component words was chosen. Furthermore, if more
than one decomposition with the minimal number of component words occurs, the
one with the highest probability was selected. The probability of a decomposition
was computed by multiplying the probability of each component word, which was
defined as its relative frequency in a large corpus. Experiments in both monolingual
IR and CLIR showed that decomposition with this technique improved retrieval ef-
fectiveness. Monz focused on decompounding German noun-noun compounds with
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a German dictionary and a German POS tagger [56]. His monolingual retrieval
experiments also showed the positive effects of decompounding.
2.3.1.2 Stemming
In CLIR, stemming can be performed either before or after query/document trans-
lation. Just like stemming in monolingual IR, post-translation stemming in CLIR
attempts to match words that share the same stems (hence hopefully share the same
meanings). The main reason for pre-translation stemming is to recover OOV terms.
Basically, when the direct match of words to translate and words contained in the
translation resource fails, matching their stems may succeed, allowing translation
to succeed. Many rule-based stemming algorithms have been suggested for English,
including the widely used Porter stemmer [70]. While accurate, rule-based stemmers
have disadvantages. Since morphological rules vary greatly between languages, the
portability of rule-based stemmers from one language to another is usually poor.
For the same reason, development of a rule-based stemmer for a new language could
be expensive.
Stemmers based on statistical techniques, alternatively, can overcome these
problems. In TREC-3, Buckley et al demonstrated a simple stemmer for Spanish
could be obtained easily by examining lexicographically similar words to discover
common suffixes [8]. Using a statistical rule-induction technique, Oard et al devel-
oped statistical stemmers for French, German, and Italian based on a similar idea
of using corpus statistics to find common suffixes for these languages [61]. Their
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experiments showed stemmers developed in this way could produce improvement
for French, but no improvement was found for German or Italian.
2.3.1.3 Phrase Identification
While the use of automatically identified phrases in indexing and searching in mono-
lingual IR has led to small or inconsistent improvement of retrieval effectiveness over
the use of pure words, phrase translation in CLIR can lead consistently to better
retrieval effectiveness. Phrase dictionaries can be used to identify phrases from text.
If no phrase dictionary is available, corpus-based techniques can be used. There are
basically three ways to identify phrases: statistical recognition (for example, [23]),
POS tagging (for example, [3]), and syntactic parsing (for example, [22]). Statis-
tical recognition exploits term co-occurrence information. For example, to identify
two-word phrases, a corpus first can be segmented into overlapping word bigrams,
which in turn are ranked in decreasing order by some combination of their term fre-
quency and inverse document frequency. Those receiving high ranks are recognized
as phrases. Another way to recognize phrases is to assign automatically POS tags
to each word in a text using a probabilistic or rule-based POS tagger. Phrases then
can be recognized by POS patterns of consecutive words, for example, two adjacent
nouns or an adjective followed by a noun form good phrase candidates. Finally, syn-
tactic parsers can also be used to perform phrase identification. Syntactic parsing of
input text creates syntactic structures such as noun phrases which can be regarded
as phrases.
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2.3.2 Translation Knowledge Acquisition
Translation knowledge acquisition is achieved through two steps: acquiring transla-
tion resource and extracting translation equivalents from the translation resource.
We focus on two translation resources, bilingual dictionaries and bilingual corpora,
since they are the most important and widely-used translation resources.
2.3.2.1 Using Bilingual Dictionaries
The simplest way to acquire bilingual dictionaries is to search the Web. Universities,
research institutes, and non-profit organizations make language resources available
to interested researchers. However, dictionaries found this way often have limited
vocabulary coverage, and CLIR based on translations from these dictionaries can
have low effectiveness. Furthermore, such resources cover only a few languages. For
most languages, downloadable bilingual dictionaries simply are not available.
Another potential translation resource involves printed bilingual dictionaries.
Printed dictionaries contain multiple pages, and each page contains multiple entries.
Different entries have regular and repeated structure. For example, each entry is
usually distinguished by font properties (bold, italic, size, etc.) or layout features
(indentations, bullets, etc.). Ma, et al developed an automated, but user guided,
approach to parameterize and learn the physical structure of the dictionary page
and the semantics of the dictionary entries [49]. However, CLIR with queries trans-
lated using an English-French dictionary acquired with their approach performed
significantly worse than using a bilingual term list downloaded from the Web. This
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indicated these techniques need improvement before bilingual dictionaries acquired
using them could be effectively applied to CLIR.
2.3.2.2 Using Bilingual Corpora
For some high density languages, parallel corpora can be acquired from a variety
of sources. For example, international organizations such as the United Nations
(UN) has many rules, regulations, etc. published in several languages. The Euro-
pean Union publishes official documents in several European languages. Documents
from the Canadian Parliament (HANSARD corpora) are available in both English
and French. Hong Kong News and Hong Kong Laws are available in Chinese and
English. Finally, the Bible has been published in many languages, which could be
an important resource for low density languages, for which other types of parallel
corpora are not readily available.
The Web is also a potential source of parallel/comparable corpora. Work
by Resnik [72] and Nie [58] used simple, but seemingly effective, techniques to
find parallel Web pages (that is, Web pages that are translations of each other).
In these studies, simple heuristics such as anchor text and HTML structure were
used to select candidate Web sites. With the selected parallel Web sites in English
and French, Nie derived translations at the word level with the statistical Machine
Translation (MT) technique described below. A comparison of CLIR with this
model and a similar model built with the Hansard parallel corpus indicated they
achieved comparable effectiveness. Resnik, et al produced a bilingual term list with
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parallel Web pages collected in a similar fashion [65]. Query-translation with the
term list also led to CLIR effectiveness that was comparable to that with a term
list downloaded from the Web. Both studies showed mining the Web for parallel
documents a feasible, promising way to acquire corpus-based translation resources
for CLIR.
Other studies such as [85] also used translation knowledge learned from aligned
parallel corpora using statistical MT techniques. Different from rule-based MT,
which requires human-written linguistic rules (syntax, grammars, etc.) for the
source language and the target language, statistical MT is a data-driven technique
that seeks to automatically “learn” translation knowledge from bilingual corpora.
Based on the noisy channel model [79], IBM developed a series of models with
increasing complexity [6]. The basic idea of statistical MT is as follows: given a
sentence f in one language, the system’s task is to find a sentence e in another
language such that the probability p(e|f) is maximized. The probability can be es-
timated by multiplying a priori probability p(e) and a conditional probability p(f |e)
by applying Bayes rule. That is:
argmaxe p(e|f) = argmaxe p(e)p(f |e) (2.15)
The problem is decomposed into two subproblems: estimating p(f |e) and p(e)
respectively. p(e) is a langauge model that specifies the probability that sentence
e is generated. p(f |e) is a channel model (or translation model) that defines the
probability of sentence e could have “become” the observed sentence f after passing
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through the noisy channel. The advantage is that p(e) models syntactical con-
straints, while p(f |e) models the lexical aspects. The language model p(e) can
often be described with N-gram models. The estimation of the translation model
p(f |e) requires sentence-aligned parallel corpora. Basically, if two words co-occur
frequently in a parallel sentence pairs, they are likely to be translations of one an-
other. Detailed explanation of statistical MT can be found in [6, 65]. A statistical
MT toolkit called GIZA++ has been developed [64]. When running GIZA++, users
can choose which IBM models to use and how many iterations to perform for each
model. This facilitates the study of the influence of different parameter settings on
the accuracy of statistical MT.
Cross-language latent semantic indexing (CL-LSI) by Littman, et al is a dif-
ferent technique of using bilingual corpora for CLIR [48]. CL-LSI uses a parallel
training corpus aligned at document level, with translation of each document being
adjoined with the document. Singular value decomposition techniques are then used
to map sparse term-vectors to a dense semantic space. Each word is represented
by a short vector of real numbers giving its position in the reduced semantic space.
Distance between two vectors can be calculated and used as a measure of similarity
between the two words. Since the training corpus contains terms in both languages,
the reduced semantic space will contain terms from both languages. In this semantic
space, words that are closely related with one another will have similar representa-
tions. Each document in the collections can then be added into the space by using
the weighted sum of its constituent words. A query can be represented by a vector
in the same way, whether it is in the same language as the documents or in the other
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language. Thus CLIR can be carried out using vector space retrieval techniques.
Work by Sheridan used a collection of comparable news articles aligned by
dates and language-independent subject codes [80]. A German query was first used
to search German documents. German documents with higher ranks in the retrieved
list were extracted. Italian documents comparable to these German documents were
found based on the same dates and subject codes. The important terms extracted
from this pool of Italian documents formed an Italian query. Thus, translation of
a German query into an Italian query was achieved, although term-to-term trans-
lation was left unsolved. In practice, a similarity thesaurus was pre-constructed
in a similar fashion. When a new query is entered, the most similar terms in the
target language can be extracted directly from the similarity thesaurus. Davis and
Dunning exploited a similar idea but with a parallel corpus [16]. In their study,
English queries were translated by replacing the original query terms with the 100
most frequent terms in the top 100 retrieved documents from the Spanish side of the
parallel corpus. Picchi and Peters developed a method with a comparable corpus
and a bilingual lexical database to develop translation equivalents based on word
context [67]. However, the effectiveness of their method when applied to CLIR was
not reported.
2.3.2.3 Transitive Translation
While resources for direct translation between Language A and Language B may
not exist, it is possible that translations exist between Language A and Language P
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and between Language B and Language P. In this case, translation from Language
A to Language B can be achieved through translation from Language A to Lan-
guage P and then from Language P to Language B. Language B usually is called a
“pivot” language, and this technique of translation generally is referred to as tran-
sitive translation [1, 24]. One major problem with transitive translation is that
it could double the translation errors because two translation is performed twice.
Ballesteros managed to improve CLIR effectiveness with transitive translation to
67% of monolingual performance in the target language although this is still worse
than the 79% monolingual performance achieved by direct translation [1]. Gollins
and Sanderson suggested a “lexical triangulation” approach to decrease errors due
to transitive translation [24]. In that study, two pivot languages were used. A source
term was translated into the target language twice with transitive translation using
two pivot languages respectively. Target translations that appear in both transitive
translations are considered better than translations that appear in only one transi-
tive translation. According to their analysis, lexical triangulation has the potential
to outperform direct translation.
2.3.3 Translation Disambiguation
Translation ambiguity is well recognized as one of the most important factors that
influence CLIR effectiveness. Many techniques have been proposed to resolve this
problem. These techniques either use word statistics computed from corpora or
explore syntactic constraints or other evidence such as dictionary structure.
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2.3.3.1 Exploring Bilingual Dictionaries
In the early days of CLIR, research focused on the selection of “one-best” transla-
tion from multiple translation candidates provided by bilingual dictionaries. Since
most bilingual dictionaries do not provide translation probabilities, some heuristics
or text analysis was performed in to choose the most accurate translation. In an
early CLIR studies with dictionary-based query translation, Ballesteros simply se-
lected the first translation from the bilingual dictionary, assuming the most probable
translation often is given at the first position. Such an approach has some obvious
limitations, being: (1) not all dictionaries list the most probable translation first
(some list multiple translations alphabetically), and (2) even if the most probable
translation is listed first, no guarantee is given that the most probable translation
is the best translation. As a result, selecting the first translation did not produce
CLIR effectiveness better than using all translation alternatives.
Given several bilingual dictionaries, the instances of a source term’s translation
appearing in these dictionaries can help decide the most probable translation. If a
translation appears in all dictionaries, we have good reason to assess it as a good
translation, and perhaps as the most possible translation. If the translation appears
only in one dictionary, it is probably a rare translation, or perhaps incorrect. Similar
intuition has been used by several researchers in merging bilingual dictionaries -
translations in several dictionaries are assigned more weight than translations found
in fewer dictionaries (for example [15]). The translation triangulation technique
described above is based on the same idea.
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The most effective technique of translation disambiguation based on dictio-
naries is phrase translation. Phrases in input text first can be identified with the
techniques described in Section 2.3.1. The simplest phrase translation approach uses
a bilingual dictionary to perform both phrase identification and translation. Even
such a primitive technique can improve retrieval effectiveness. Several studies have
demonstrated this [3, 53, 27]. Unfortunately, phrase coverage in bilingual dictionar-
ies is limited. When this happens, how can OOV phrases be translated as phrases
instead of individual component words? Corpus-based approaches often can answer
this question.
2.3.3.2 Exploring Corpora
Davis and his colleagues conducted early studies on the usefulness of parallel corpora
for translation disambiguation [16, 18]. In one study, English queries were tagged
first with a statistical POS tagger. For each English query term, a bilingual dic-
tionary was used to select Spanish equivalents that matched its POS. The English
query was used to retrieve a set of documents from the English side of a parallel,
aligned corpus. Each Spanish translation of an English query term was used to
retrieve a set of documents from the Spanish side of the parallel corpus. Davis,
et al chose the Spanish translation whose Spanish retrieval result most resembled
the English retrieval result. Their experiments with the TREC-5 test collections
showed while query translation without disambiguation could only achieve about
50% of monolingual effectiveness, combining POS and corpus-based disambigua-
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tion improved CLIR effectiveness to more than 70% of monolingual effectiveness.
Contradictory results were obtained when corpus-based disambiguation was used
independently - it decreased CLIR effectiveness with the TREC-5 test collection
(39% of monolingual effectiveness) while increasing it with the TREC-4 collection
(67% of monolingual effectiveness) [17].
Term statistics computed from monolingual corpora may be also used to decide
translation likelihood. The simplest technique uses the unigram frequency of each
translation candidate in a target corpus, where the translation with the highest un-
igram frequency is chosen as the most probable translation. While this could assist
choosing the most probable translation among a group of synonymous translations,
it may be inappropriate for selecting the best translation from polysemous trans-
lations. Synonymous translation ambiguity seems to have less influence on CLIR
effectiveness than polysemous translations. However, none of the studies differenti-
ated these two types of translation ambiguity.
In a natural extension to translation selection based on unigram frequency,
contextual information, such as word co-occurrence statistics in a target corpus, is
used. Techniques following this idea hypothesize correct translations of two words
tend to co-occur more frequently than incorrect translations. Most studies investi-
gated the effectiveness of translation disambiguation using target language corpora.
In a study by Ballesteros and Croft, a POS tagger was used to select target trans-
lations with the same POS tags as their source query terms [3]. Translations of
each source term form a set. For two source words, all possible two-word sets {a, b}
were generated such that a is a translation alternative of one source word, and b is
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a translation alternative of the another source term. Word co-occurrence statistics
were then computed for words appearing together within a window of 250 words.
Finally, all sets were ranked by their co-occurrence statistics and the one receiving
the highest rank was considered the “best” translation. Phrases were first identi-
fied with POS tagging and then translated with either the bilingual dictionary or
with the co-occurrence model (if they were covered by the dictionary). They found
both approaches improved CLIR effectiveness significantly over baseline translation
for which no disambiguation was used. Adding co-occurrence phrase translation to
dictionary phrase translation led to better effectiveness.
In NTCIR1, Lin, et al also studied word co-occurrence information for trans-
lation disambiguation [47]. In their study, mutual information (MI) [11] was used
to measure word cohesion of two translations x and y within a text window of 3 for
two query terms. However, translation disambiguation using co-occurrence statis-
tics computed this way degraded slightly than selecting the first translation in the
bilingual dictionary. They suspected either the small size of the training corpus, or
domain differences between the query set and the training corpus.
Gao, et al designed a word co-occurrence model that considers the distance
between two words in computing their cohesion score [22]. Experiment with the
TREC-9 CLIR test collection showed translation disambiguation with this technique
led to significant improvement of performance over translation without disambigua-
tion. However, it is still unclear whether this model outperforms the traditional
co-occurrence model that uses a fixed-size text window.
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2.3.4 Dealing with Out-Of-Vocabulary Terms
When source terms are not found in the translation resource, they cannot be trans-
lated, and hence will not contribute to query-document matching. Unfortunately,
OOV terms are often proper names, technical terms, abbreviations, and acronyms,
which are important for IR. A study by McNamee and Mayfield [52] and a study by
Denmer-Fushman and Oard [20] give insights of the effect of the size and quality of
translation resources on CLIR effectiveness. Various techniques have been proposed
to solve this problem. OOV terms of abbreviations and acronyms can be resolved
to full forms through dictionary reference, if abbreviation/aronym dictionaries are
available. We focus on techniques for resolving OOV terms in full forms. The major
techniques include transliteration, backoff translation, and pre-translation expan-
sion.
2.3.4.1 Transliteration
Transliteration can be use wither orthographic mapping or phonetic mapping. For
languages sharing similar alphabets, orthographic rules specify how certain sub-
strings in one language are spelled in another language. OOV terms then can be
transliterated using these rules. For example, Buckley, et al explored the idea in
TREC-6 [7]. In their experiment, English words were treated as misspelled French
words. Using a spelling error correction technique, the most probable French word
that could have led to each English word was found and used as the French trans-
lation. Such techniques, although simple, were effective.
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However, for languages that do not share any alphabet (such as Chinese and
English), orthographic mapping rarely works. In this case, phonetic mapping can be
considered. OOV terms in the source language are first converted into their phonetic
representations. The phonetic representations can then be mapped into another lan-
guage using phonetic mapping rules between the two languages. Finally, phonetic
representations in the target language are converted into character sequence. Pho-
netic mapping rules between two languages can be derived using either statistical
approaches [37] or linguistic experts. Qu, et al used phonetic transliteration in their
Japanese-English CLIR experiments and observed consistent improvement of CLIR
effectiveness over experiments without transliteration [71].
2.3.4.2 Backoff Translation
In our discussion of pre-translation stemming, we mentioned stemming of source
terms in either the input text or the translation dictionary or both can recover
OOV terms partially. Oard, et al developed a “backoff translation” technique to
maximize term coverage while limiting the introduction of spurious translations
[61]. The technique consists of four stages: (1) match the surface form of an input
term to surface forms of source language terms in the translation dictionary; (2) if
it fails, match the stem of the input term to surface forms of source language terms
in the dictionary; (3) if this still fails, match the surface form of the input term to
stems of source terms in the dictionary; (4) if this fails again, match the stem of the
input term to stems of source terms in the dictionary. Experiments with the CLEF
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2000 collections showed improvement of retrieval effectiveness when using backoff
translation.
2.3.4.3 Query Expansion
Another common technique to mitigate the problem of OOV terms involves query
expansion. Query expansion can be done before or after translation. In the case
of pre-translation query expansion, monolingual retrieval in the query language is
performed first with a set of queries on a comparable document collection. The most
important terms from top-ranked documents are selected and added to each query
to create a new set of queries. The new set is translated into the document language
and used to search the target document collection. The rationale for pre-translation
query expansion is that it brings in useful terms to be translated into the target
language, hence increasing CLIR effectiveness. This is particularly useful for short
queries (for example, just two or three terms). Generally, failure to translate one or
two terms for a short query will have a much larger impact on CLIR effectiveness
than for a long query. Therefore, pre-translation query expansion could be very
effective for short queries. Besides comparable document collections, pre-translation
expansion terms can be obtained from other resources such as synonym dictionaries.
A similar way of compensating for poor queries is to expand the translated
query, which is called post-translation query expansion. As the name indicates,
post-translation expansion adds content terms extracted from top-ranked documents
retrieved with a translated query to the query to de-emphasize the effect of inap-
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propriate translations. The effect of post-translation query expansion may vary
according to the experiment condition. Early experiments by Ballesteros showed
post-translation expansion could be effective for long queries but have little effect on
short queries [2]. A recent study by McNamee and Mayfield showed pre-translation
query expansion consistently improved CLIR effectiveness. Post-translation query
expansion was effective for CLIR with poor translation resources, and had little
effect with comprehensive translation resources [52].
2.3.4.4 Document Expansion
Similarly, enriching queries with useful terms selected from top-ranked documents
can also be applied to documents, that is, document expansion. Document ex-
pansion was introduced first for the retrieval of error-prone automatic speech tran-
scription by Singhal, et al [81] and later applied to CLIR by Levow and Oard [46].
Document expansion for CLIR works as follows. First, documents are translated
into the query language. Each translated document then is used as a query to
search a comparable collection of documents in the query language. Important
terms are selected from top-retrieved documents and added to the translated doc-
uments, hence an “expanded” document collection is created. This hypothesizes
that document expansion could add useful terms missed by automatic document
translation that are helpful for improving CLIR effectiveness. The study by Levow
and Oard, however, only showed relatively small improvement of CLIR effectiveness
when document expansion was used.
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2.3.4.5 Using the Web
Finally, the Web represents another useful resource for solving the problem of OOV
terms. For example, for a given OOV term, a set of Web documents can be identified
with some language identification techniques. Then, the OOV term is referenced to
the Web documents. If the pattern of a term in the other language proceeding the
OOV term frequently appears in the retrieved documents, the leading term is likely
to be the translation of the OOV query term. The idea is based on the observation
that it is common to see terms, in particular technical terms, borrowed from another
languages are usually kept in their original form right after their translations in the
native language [86]. However, it might be only true for languages that use quite
different character sets, such as English and Chinese.
2.3.5 Using the Translation Knowledge
Translation disambiguation or translation selection in CLIR may still produce more
than one translation for each source term, since more than one translation may
be appropriate. However, including all translations in the queries or documents
will change term statistics such as TF, DF, and document length. As a result,
terms with more translation alternatives could contribute more to query-document
matching than terms with fewer alternatives. This is often problematic. Over the
years, techniques have been designed to address this issue. These techniques include
weighted Boolean model, balanced translation, structured queries, weighted IDF,
and probabilistic structured queries.
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2.3.5.1 Weighted Boolean Model
Hull developed a weighted Boolean model based on a term independence assumption
[32]. If two events A and B are independent, then:
P (A AND B) = P (A ∩B) = P (A) ∗ P (B) (2.16)
P (A OR B) = P (A∪B) = P (A)+P (B)−P (A)∗P (B) = 1− [1−P (A)]∗ [1−P (B)]
(2.17)
P (NOT A) = 1− P (A) (2.18)
Let ti (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a query term and d be a document. The following
Boolean weighting function can be derived:




P (t1 OR · · · OR tn|d) = 1−
n∏
i=1
[1− P (ti|d)] (2.20)
P (NOT ti|d) = 1− P (ti|d) (2.21)
This model can be extended easily to incorporate user-specified importance
of each query term by adding a weighting factor to each query term. The model
can be applied to manual or automatic retrieval. For manual retrieval, the user
can structure his/her query in the same way as in standard Boolean model. For
automatic monolingual retrieval, the relationship among query terms is usually con-
sidered to be Boolean AND; for automatic CLIR, original query terms can be linked
with Boolean conjunctions (AND operators), and translation alternatives of each
query term can be linked with Boolean disjunctions (OR operators). The Boolean
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conjunction affects disambiguation since “the correct translation equivalents of two
or more query terms are much more likely to co-occur in the target language than
any incorrect corresponding translation equivalents.” [32] The Boolean disjunction
can suppress the weight of query terms with many translation equivalents. There-
fore, translation disambiguation and weighting occur in the same model without
using extra resources such as a corpus.
In Hull’s study, the weighted Boolean model performed better than the vector
space model in both monolingual IR and CLIR experiments. Furthermore, with the
weighted Boolean model, CLIR achieved about 84% effectiveness of monolingual IR.
However, since manual query processing (discarding obvious translation errors and
adding missing translations, but no disambiguation) was involved, it is unclear how
the model could be used in a pure automatic mode. Hull’s weighted Boolean model
represents one of the early efforts to address the problem of translation ambiguity
through term weighting. Other structured query approaches share a similar idea.
2.3.5.2 Balanced Translation
The most intuitive way to mitigate the unbalanced contribution of multiple trans-
lation alternatives is to average the term weights. This idea was simultaneously
introduced at the third Topic Detection and Tracking evaluation by two teams
[44, 46]. Levow and Oard called this idea “balanced translation.” in which the
weight of a source term is defined as the arithmetic mean of the weight of each of its
translations. Term weight in turn can be computed with standard term weighting
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schemes. With balanced translation, rare translations tend to contribute more to
the source term weight than common translations.
2.3.5.3 Structured Queries
Ballesteros and Pirkola simultaneously introduced another technique for computing
a source term’s TF and DF based on its translations’ TF and DF [3, 68]. Since
Pirkola studied the technique more intensively, we introduce Pirkola’s structured
queries. The technique is based on InQuery’s synonym operator, which was orig-
inally designed to support monolingual retrieval through thesaurus expansion. A
set of synonyms (ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , n) designating a concept c - a pseudo-term - are
grouped with a synonym operator, and the TF and DF of the pseudo-term in a
document dj are computed in the following way:
TF (c, dj) =
n∑
i=1
TF (ti, dj) (2.22)
DF (c) = |
n⋃
i=1
{d|ti ∈ d}| (2.23)
That is, the TF of the pseudo-term in a document is the sum of the TF of its
synonyms in that document, while its DF is the total number of documents that
contain at least one of its synonyms.
In Pirkola’s experiment, Finnish queries were automatically translated into
English through dictionary reference. Multiple translation alternatives of a Finnish
query term were treated as synonyms, and InQuery’s synonym operator was used to
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compute the Finnish query term’s TF and DF in the English document collection.
Pirkola called this technique “structured queries.” Inspired by Pirkola’s work, sev-
eral researchers have used this type of structured translation technique in different
experiment settings with different language pairs and different test collections, and
it has led consistently to improvement of CLIR effectiveness. Some researchers also
modified this approach. According to [15], Kwok introduced a variant to Pirkola’s






Darwish and Oard suggested another alternative of using the maximum DF
among all translation alternatives [15]:
DF (c) = MAXni=1[DF (ti)] (2.25)
Experiments by Darwish and Oard showed no significant difference among
Pirkola’s method and these two variants [15].
The structured query method is a conservative strategy because if any trans-
lation has a high document frequency (common in the collection), the overall doc-
ument frequency of the query term will be high too. Hence, its term weight will
be low. Balanced translation, by contrast, allows uncommon translations to con-
tribute their relatively high term weights to the source term on a more equal basis.
Meng, et al used both methods in their English-Chinese CLIR studies [53]. Their
results showed balanced translation coupled with post-translation character bigram
re-segmentation could outperform the structured query method. In an NTCIR-2
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study by Oard and Wang [63], however, structured queries outperformed balanced
translation. According to the authors, the conclusions may differ because of query
term selection, use of phrase translation, document collections, and the exhaustive-
ness of relevance judgments in the two studies. Clearly, balanced translation is
more sensitive to rare translations than the structured query method. For example,
if some query terms in the source language are selected incorrectly due to incorrect
word segmentation in Chinese, and they have rare translations, balanced translation
will have poor performance.
2.3.5.4 Weighted IDF
All the techniques for weighting translation that we have discussed are designed
for the situation in which the knowledge of the probability of a source term being
translated into a target term is unavailable. This is often the case with machine-
readable dictionaries. In other situations, translation probability may be available.
For example, when multiple bilingual dictionaries are merged, the frequency of a
translation pair appearing in these dictionaries can be used to estimate its probabil-
ity. This technique has been used by CLIR researchers for deriving a probabilistic
bilingual dictionary from several bilingual dictionaries without translation probabil-
ity [85]. In addition, it has become common to use translation knowledge derived
from bilingual corpora, which always contains translation probabilities. Since trans-
lation probability indicates the likelihood of one term translating into another, it is
natural to incorporate the probability into the computation of term weight.
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In CLEF 2001, Nie designed a technique that used translation probability
to modify Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) of multiple translation alternatives
[57]. In his study, alternative translations and their probabilities were obtained
from a collection of parallel Web documents automatically aligned at sentence level.
His experiment results showed CLIR effectiveness improved with the weighted IDF
approach for CLEF 2001 queries, while it decreased with CLEF 2000 queries (the
document collection in the two experiments is the same). The author tentatively
concluded the weighted IDF approach worked better for queries that had more
relevant documents in the collection.
The weighted IDF approach is similar to the balanced translation approach.
In fact, balanced translation can be viewed as a special case of weighter IDF, for
which uniform translation probability is assumed.
2.3.5.5 Probabilistic Structured Query
Darwish and Oard pushed Pirkola’s method one step further by integrating transla-
tion likelihood in computing TF and DF of the source term in the target document
collection [15]:
WTF (c, dj) =
n∑
i=1




DF (ti) ∗ P (ti|c) (2.27)
where P (ti|c) is the probability of query term c translating into document
term ti. Darwish and Oard called this family of translation techniques “Probabilis-
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tic Structured Queries” (PSQ). They tried weighting only TF (WTF), weighting
only DF (WDF), and weighting both (WTF/DF), and compared them with Pirkola’s
structured query and one-best translation. Their experiment results showed WTF/DF
led to the best CLIR effectiveness among all query translation techniques. In ad-
dition, WTF/DF was the least sensitive among all techniques to the number of
low-probability translations used. Through a series of experiments, Darwish and
Oard showed PSQ could significantly outperform structured queries as the number
of translation alternatives increased.
2.3.6 Other Techniques
We have reviewed techniques specifically designed for CLIR. Other techniques apply
to the general problem of IR and have proved to be effective for CLIR. Two such
techniques that are of particular importance to this study are the language modeling
approaches to CLIR and using bidirectional translation knowledge.
2.3.6.1 Language Modeling Approaches
Hiemstra showed structured queries can be derived from language model-based IR
approaches [30]. He compared the effectiveness of one-best translation, unstruc-
tured queries, and structured queries with a small Dutch-English test collection from
CLEF. He found the structured query method consistently outperformed one-best
translation and unstructured queries and even manual translation disambiguation,
but its effectiveness was still worse than monolingual effectiveness (the best struc-
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tured queries achieved 83% of monolingual effectiveness, as measured by mean av-
erage precision). The study had some limitations. For example, only 24 topics were
used, which made statistical significance tests less reliable. Dictionary merging was
done in an ad hoc way (adding dictionary frequency and corpus frequency), making
statistical accuracy questionable in reflecting the true translation probability.
In his dissertation study on language model-based IR, Kraaij compared the
structured query method with language modeling approaches with some CLEF test
collections that contain queries and documents in English, French, and Italian [39].
He developed CLIR models of probabilistic query translation, document translation,
and query translation plus document translation (both being translated to a third
language) using language modeling approaches. He found that all three models sig-
nificantly outperformed the structured query method, achieving at best about 93%
of monolingual effectiveness. He noted the relatively poor performance of structured
queries was due to (1) the large number of translation alternatives obtained from
parallel Web pages, and (2) translation probability was not used. Also of interest,
in addition to pruning translations using their probability, Kraaij also tried a cross-
entropy criterion for the same purpose. No significant difference was found between
these two approaches.
2.3.6.2 Bidirectional Translation
Translation can be done in either direction, from the query language to the docu-
ment language or the opposite. One way to use translation in both directions merges
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the ranked list from query translation with the ranked list from document trans-
lation. The hypothesis is the merged ranked list may lead to CLIR effectiveness
better than either of the individual ranked lists. Ranked lists can be merged by
exploiting either the rank or the relevance score. McCarley found merging ranked
lists generated using query translation and document translation yielded a statisti-
cally significant improvement in mean average precision over that achieved by either
approach alone [51]. McCarley demonstrated this effect in a single context: transla-
tion probabilities estimated using IBM model 1, with merging based on normalized
scores for each document in each list.
The importance of McCarley’s study is that it showed the usefulness of com-
bining translation knowledge in both directions. Similar effects of combining a
ranked list from query translation with a ranked list from document translation
were confirmed by another study that involved the retrieval of Japanese documents
and Chinese documents using Korean queries [36]. In that study, bilingual dictio-
naries were used to translate queries and documents in a word-to-word style, with
all translation alternatives being used. Korean-Japanese CLIR experiment results
showed merging ranked lists led to at least 10% increase of mean average precision
over query translation or document translation alone, while Korean-Chinese exper-
iment results showed at least 20% improvement. A study in CLEF 2001 that used
document translation knowledge for query translation disambiguation also showed




There are two basic types of information retrieval: retrospective retrieval and in-
formation filtering. In retrospective retrieval, the document collection is relatively
static while search requests are presented to the system on the fly. Retrospective
retrieval is fundamental since many other types of retrieval are built upon it. Even
for retrospective retrieval, we may be interested in many aspects of the system such
as, how fast the system indexes a document collection, how much space it takes to
build the index files, how easily the document repository and index can be updated,
how well the system helps people define, express, and refine their information needs,
how quickly the system responds to users’ search requests, how accurately the sys-
tem returns documents that are relevant to users’ information needs, how well the
system helps people browse retrieved documents, how effectively a searcher’s rele-
vance judgments are used to improve search, how readily the documents retrieved
can be used by users, and how easily people can learn to use the system. Each of
these aspects corresponds to one or several functions of the system. In reality, it is
impossible to develop all functions at one time. We usually divide them into blocks
of functions, develop the blocks, and form an integrated system. While it is impos-
sible to determine how well a system will serve its users without all the expected
functions being fully developed, it is desirable to assess whether a newly-completed
component serves its expected function.
In this study, we do not intend to develop and evaluate a full-fledged retro-
spective CLIR system that will support all user-system interactions. Instead, we
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focus on development and evaluation of automatic CLIR techniques that will be-
come an integrated part of operational CLIR systems. In particular, we would like
to develop automatic techniques that can rank documents in a foreign language as
accurately as possible in response to users’ search requests. Retrieval effectiveness
is our primary concern.
While previous sections in this chapter focus on the discussion of techniques for
CLIR, this section focuses on the evaluation of these techniques. Evaluation methods
vary with the nature of the techniques to be evaluated, particularly the available
resources and the nature of the intended function. In this study, we used test
collections (explained below) to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed techniques.
IR evaluation with test collections has a relatively long history, starting with the
Cranfield experiments [12, 13] and continuing with pioneer researchers such as Salton
[75] and Sparck Jones [34]. However, it took until the early 1990’s to become the
most widely used evaluation method, when the first TREC was held [26].
2.4.1 Test Collections
A test collection consists of a document collection, a set of search topics, and as-
sessments of each document’s relevance to each search topic.
2.4.1.1 Document Collections
During the past decade or so, the major IR evaluation workshops, TREC, CLEF,
NTCIR, and TDT have produced many document collections particularly in the
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domain of news. Documents can have multiple fields such as titles, abstracts, key-
words, and paragraphs. Each document in a collection is specified by a unique
document identification number. In the these major IR evaluation workshops, doc-
ument structure is represented by SGML markup.
2.4.1.2 Search Topics
Search requests, usually called search topics, are a set of written statements specify-
ing what kind of information is needed and what makes a document relevant to each
topic. Search topics are different from queries; they are descriptions of information
needs and are independent of the retrieval systems (query formulation, matching
algorithms, etc.). Queries must be formulated using search topics and the specific
system used to retrieve documents.
2.4.1.3 Relevance Judgments
Given a collection of documents and a set of search topics, the relevance of each
document to each topic needs to be defined to create a test collection. This is not
an easy task for two reasons: the complex nature of relevance, and the effort needed
to make relevance judgments. Relevance is a subjective measure of relationship
between a document and a search topic. It can be affected by many factors including
the document’s subject, novelty, authority, and availability. Relevance may change
with different users and for the same person at different times. In creating IR test
collections, the relevance of a document to a search topic is only decided by topical
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aboutness in a simplified manner.
Given a document collection’s size, it is too expensive to make relevance judg-
ments for every document in the collection to every search topic. Therefore, the
pooling method selects a subset of documents for each search topic [35]. For a spe-
cific search topic, multiple ranked lists are collected from different systems. The
top n documents are extracted from each ranked list and merged, with duplicates
removed. Relevance judgments for the topic are then limited to this subset of doc-
uments. Documents not in this subset are treated as non-relevant. The pooling
method greatly reduces the amount of work required to make relevance judgments.
The method’s usefulness becomes questionable if the number of ranked lists used
for pooling is too small or the number of top documents is too small. A study by
Zobel and a similar study by Voorhees investigated the effect of pooling method on
the quality of the test collection [87, 83]. They concluded the pooling method as
used in the TREC test collections is useful.
For practical reasons, there should be a balanced consideration between the
number of search topics and the average number of relevance judgments per topic.
Buckley and Voorhees conducted a study to investigate the stability of evaluation
measures and suggested that 25 search topics are a minimum requirement, and 50
search topics are preferred [9]. Fortunately, the four major IR evaluation work-
shops have created many test collections that meet this criterion. They are valuable
resources for studies such as this dissertation.
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2.4.2 Effectiveness Measures
Ideally, all and only the relevant documents are returned by the system. Two basic
effectiveness measures are needed to depict the “closeness” of a specific retrieval to
the ideal situation. One is the fraction of retrieved relevant documents, which is
called precision. The other is the fraction of relevant documents that are retrieved,
which is called recall. That is:
precision =
number of relevant documents retrieved
number of relevant documents in the collection
(2.28)
recall =
number of relevant documents retrieved
total number of documents retrieved
(2.29)
Precision reflects the “discriminating” power of the system, and recall reflects the“encompassing”
power of the system. Since either can give only an incomplete picture of a system,
they are used together to calibrate the retrieval effectiveness of an IR system.
Simple recall and precision measures can describe the performance of systems
that produce fixed sets of documents, Boolean retrieval systems, which have no rel-
evance ranking. Such simple effectiveness measures are not sufficient to describe
performance because both the relevance of a document and its rank are impor-
tant. Therefore, appropriate measures should take into consideration not only the
presence/absence of a relevant document but also its position in the ranked list.
One way to deal with the problem is to compute precision at each retrieved
document. In practice, it is neither informative nor necessary to report precision
after each retrieved document - a ranked list of 1,000 documents will produce 1,000
such values and it is difficult to either interpret retrieval effectiveness from these 1000
values or compare two retrieval results reported in this way. Therefore, precisions
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at 11 standard recall levels are used, starting from 0 to 1 with a stepwise increment
of 0.1. Plotting precision values at each standard recall level will produce an 11-
point precision-recall curve. For queries that without an actual precision value at a
specific standard recall level, the precision is interpolated to the maximum precision
for any actual recall level greater than this standard recall level. When a set of
search requests are used, average effectiveness can be depicted by average precision
over all search requests at each standard recall level. Again, an 11-point precision-
recall curve can be used. Curves approaching the top-right corner represent good
performance.
We can compute precision at a given document cutoff position in a ranked
list, for example, Precision at 20. This measure models situations in which users
are willing to examine only a fixed set of top-searched documents by the system.
A typical example is Web search, for which users usually read only the first one
or two retrieved pages of documents. In this case, precision at the 10th retrieved
document might be a good measure. In practice, precisions at different document
cutoff values give a more complete picture of performance. For example, precisions
at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 100, 200, 500, 1,000 have been widely used in TREC, CLEF,
and NTCIR. Given a set of search topics, average performance can be described by
average precision for all search topics at each of these document cutoff values.
Another way of measuring the effectiveness of ranked retrieval system is to
use uninterpolated average precision for all relevant documents. Starting from the
top of a ranked list, whenever a relevant document is encountered, a precision value
is computed. When the end of the ranked list is reached, all precision values are
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summed and divided by the total number of relevant documents for the search
topic. Again, when a set of search topics are used, a mean (uninterpolated) average
precision can be obtained by summing the average precisions of all topics then
dividing it by the number of search topics.
Still another measure, R-precision, is the precision at the Rth document in a
ranked list, where R is the number of relevant document for the topic.
Each of these measures has strengthes and weakness. Precision at standard
recall levels makes it possible to compare the performance of the same system with
different queries, or to compare the performance of different systems over the same
set of queries. The 11-point precision-recall curve provides visualization of the re-
trieval effectiveness of a system. Intuitively, the area under the curve corresponds to
the effectiveness. On the other hand, precisions at standard recall levels often do not
correspond to the real precisions of the system because they are interpolated. Mean
uninterpolated average precision is a single value measure that makes it simple to
quantify differences in retrieval effectiveness. This is also true for other single value
measures such as R-precision and precision at a specific retrieved document position
(for example, P@10). One weakness of these measures is that they are too general
to reflect the detailed differences between two ranked lists.
2.4.3 Interpreting Retrieval Results
Absolute effectiveness measures are difficult to interpret because they rely on the
test collections as well as retrieval techniques. It is common to compare the effec-
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tiveness of two techniques/systems, assuming one is a comparative condition. There
are different ways of interpreting comparison results. Some researchers argue for the
use of statistical significance tests. When statistical significance tests are used, first
a confidence level is selected, usually either 95% or 99%. Then, the probability
of observed difference of retrieval effectiveness between two techniques/systems is
computed. If the probability is small enough (less than 0.05 or 0.01), the difference
is regarded significant. In other words, the effectiveness of the underlying tech-
niques differs significantly. The two most commonly used statistical significance
tests are the paired t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Hull discussed the
use of statistical significance tests for IR evaluation [31]. Recently reported results
from resampling TREC results report 85% confidence for observed differences larger
than 10% (relative) at p < 0.05 when 25 topics are used, and 90% confidence for
20% relative differences under the same conditions [77].1 In addition to statistical
significance tests, Sparck Jones suggested that a relative difference in evaluation
scores of two runs greater than 0.05 absolute is noticeable, and a difference greater
than 0.1 absolute is material [33].
In CLIR evaluation, it is common to compare CLIR effectiveness with monolin-
gual baseline, which is obtained by retrieve documents with queries in the same doc-
ument language (usually translated from the query language by human translators).
Monolingual baseline is usually referred to as “upper bound” since it is believed that
human translation is the best that automatic translation can get. However, CLIR
1Sanderson and Zobel report the best results from a paired t-test, but the Wilcoxon was reported
to be nearly as sensitive.
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systems sometimes exceed the reported monolingual baseline, which is typically ex-
plained by observing that the translation process naturally results in a (possibly
beneficial) expansion effect. In an attempt to establish a fair monolingual baseline
for this study, we applied a technique that used statistical synonyms derived from
statistical translation models to expand monolingual queries (see Section 4.2.1)
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed major issues in CLIR and state-of-the-art techniques
that have been developed to address them. We note that the majority of research
efforts on CLIR have focused on translating queries into document languages. For
techniques belonging to this category, structured queries and probabilistic struc-
tured queries compute the weight of query terms based on the TF and DF of their
translation alternatives. Translation disambiguation techniques selects the correct
translations by using term co-occurrence information and/or other sources of evi-
dence. Both types of techniques can significantly improve CLIR effectiveness over
baseline conditions, in which neither translation disambiguation nor weighting al-
ternative translations is used.
In addition, we reviewed experimental evaluation of IR and CLIR using test
collections. Building a test collection is the key to such evaluation approaches,
as it provides a common ground for comparison of different IR systems, models,
and techniques. Several contemporary CLIR evaluation workshops have produced
proved test collections in more than a dozen languages. Those test collections make
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new studies possible.
The motivation for this dissertation study derives mainly from three aspects.
First, several studies showed using both query translation and document translation
could outperform potentially using either alone. We want to further investigate this
issue by combining query translation knowledge and document translation knowl-
edge in a more principled way. Second, structured queries and probabilistic struc-
tured queries have proved to be an effective in using bilingual dictionaries for CLIR.
We want to develop similar, but more effective, techniques that can accommodate
knowledge about translation from the document language to the query language.
Finally, we want to improve the effectiveness of probabilistic structured queries. We
will show all theses issues can be addressed in a general framework for CLIR, which




Matching Meaning for Cross-Language
Information Retrieval
In this chapter, we introduce a general framework for CLIR that we call the “mean-
ing matching” model, based on the notion that the goal is to match what the
information searcher means with what the document author meant. We use sets
of synonyms (synsets), as a computational model of meaning. Given a query term,
we compute the probability each document term shares the same meaning by com-
bining two sources of knowledge: (1) statistical term-to-term translations, and (2)
synset alignments between the two languages. The meaning matching probability is
used for estimating the Term Frequency (TF) and the Document Frequency (DF)
of the query term. Finally, the estimated term frequency and document frequency
are used for ranking documents. Although the TF and DF computed in this way
can be applied to different IR models, we limit our discussions and experiments in
the study to the state of the art Okapi weights.
In Section 3.1, we explain the idea of matching meaning for IR in general and
for CLIR in specific. The rationale and mathematics of matching meaning between
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individual terms are introduced in Section 3.2. Specifically, we show how to derive
the statistical word-to-synset mapping from statistical word-to-word translations
and how to acquire synonymy knowledge. We describe nine variants of the mean-
ing matching model based on the translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge
used. Section 3.3 discusses how to use the meaning matching probability between
individual terms to estimate the TF and DF of each query term, and how to use
those estimates to compute a relevance score for each document. The effectiveness
of CLIR based on different variants of meaning matching model is evaluated in
Chapter 4 and 5.
3.1 Information Retrieval as Meaning Matching
The goal of IR is to find information relevant to the user’s information need, which
is expressed as a query. Topical relevance, what we are interested in measuring in
this study, can be reflected by the similarity between the meaning of the query and
the meaning of the document, or at least some part of the document. One way to
estimate the similarity of the meaning between a query and a document is to use
the probability that they share the same meaning. In a ranked retrieval system,
the probability can then be used to rank documents. Therefore, the task can be
simplified as, for a given query Q, to compute P (Q ↔ Di), the probability that each
document Di shares the same meaning with Q.
We follow the term independence assumption in IR that the use of each term
in a document or in a query is independent of the use of other terms. So, many
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linguistic features are ignored, and the document and the query are treated as a
“bag of words.” Under the assumption, matching meaning between a query and a
document can be occur through matching meaning between individual query terms
and individual document terms. It is well known that in human languages the same
terms may have different meanings in different contexts, and different terms may
share the same meanings. Furthermore, some meanings are observed more often
than others. Therefore, given a query term, there may exist multiple terms in each
document that share the same meaning with some probability. To find documents
that share the same meaning with a query, we should find not only those that contain
terms appearing in the query, but also those that contain terms not appearing in
the query but sharing the same meanings with the query terms. More importantly,
we should consider the probability that those document terms sharing the same
meaning with the query term. We follow tradition, calling terms that share the
same meaning synonyms.
Meaning matching in most monolingual IR systems is simply based on match-
ing the surface forms or stems of query terms and document terms. With these
systems, it will be difficult to find documents that discuss the same topics but use
terms different from query terms or do not share the same stems with query terms.
Nevertheless, the problem can be mitigated. For example, searchers can choose
relevance feedback terms or morphological variants automatically suggested by the
system, synonyms from a thesaurus, or try alternative terms based on their subject
knowledge [25].
In CLIR, queries and documents are written in different languages, so direct
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Figure 3.1: Illustrating meaning matching between terms and document terms. ei
denotes query terms, fj denotes document terms, and ml denotes meanings.
term matching usually will fail. Matching meaning between query terms and docu-
ment terms is necessary; given a query term, we want to find its synonyms in each
document. From a probabilistic perspective, we need to estimate the probability
that each document term sharing the same meaning with the query term.
3.2 Matching Term Meaning across Languages
The core of the cross-language meaning matching model outlined above is: for each
term in one language, it specifies the probability that each term in the other language
shares the same meaning. To motivate the model’s derivation, consider the case in
which two English query terms and three French document terms that share subsets
of four disjoint meanings, as shown in Figure 3.1. An English query term e2 has
the same meaning as a French document term f2 if, and only if, e2 and f2 express
m2 or e2 and f2 express m3. If we assume the searcher’s choice of meaning for e2 is
independent of the author’s choice of meaning for f2, we can compute probability
that e2 and f2 share the same meaning. Generalizing to any pair of words e and f :
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• p(e ↔ f): the probability that term e and term f have the same meaning.
• p(mi|e): the probability that term e has the meaning mi
• p(mi|f): the probability that term f has the meaning mi
Based on this formula, we can compute the meaning matching probability
distribution for each pair of query-document terms in Figure 3.1 as follows:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(m1|e1)× p(m1|f1) = 0.7× 1.0 = 0.7
p(e1 ↔ f2) = p(m2|e1)× p(m2|f2) = 0.3× 0.8 = 0.24
p(e1 ↔ f3) = 0
p(e2 ↔ f1) = 0
p(e2 ↔ f2) = p(m2|e2)×p(m2|f2)+p(m3|e2)×p(m3|f2) = 0.5×0.8+0.3×0.2 = 0.46
p(e2 ↔ f3) = p(m3|e2)×p(m3|f3)+p(m4|e2)×p(m4|f3) = 0.3×0.5+0.2×0.5 = 0.25
Meaning matching probabilities computed this way are not normalized. That
is, for a given term in one language, the summation of the probability of its transla-
tions in the other language may not equal to 1. As a result, some terms may receive
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more emphasis than others after translation is performed. This could be a problem
because we expect meanings should be independent of languages used to convey the
meanings. In other words, the meaning of a term in one language should completely
be able to be expressed in another language. Therefore, we need to normalize the
meaning matching probability, dividing the raw meaning matching probability of
each translation with the summation of all probabilities, so that:
∑
fi




p(ei ↔ f) = 1 (3.3)
As the above equations show, probability normalization can be done either
on the query language side or on the document language side. If we normalize
meaning matching probability on the document language side, for a given query
term, the summation of the meaning matching probability of each of its synonyms
in the document language will be 1. On the other hand, if probability normaliza-
tion is performed on the query language side, it means for a given document term,
the summation of the meaning matching probability of each of its synonyms in the
query language will be 1. In deciding which side the probabilities will be normalized,
the way that the probabilities should be considered. For unidirectional translation
knowledge which is asymmetric in nature, it is desirable to perform normalization in
the target language. For bidirectional translation knowledge (i.e., using both query
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translation knowledge and document translation knowledge), probability normaliza-
tion can be done in either way. In this study, we normalized translation probabilities
on the document language side when bidirectional translation knowldge was used.
Now the problem of meaning matching becomes how to develop a computa-
tional model of meaning (mi) and how to compute the probability of a term having
a meaning (i.e., p(mi|e) and p(mi|f)).
3.2.1 Using Synsets to Represent Meanings
A simple way to represent meaning uses sets of synonymous terms. We call each set
a synset. In this case, some source of synonymy knowledge must be available, and
each synset is assumed to encode a different meaning.
We can use existing synonymy knowledge resources such as synonym dictionar-
ies, thesauri, and WordNet [55]. In recent years, WordNet has become an important
resource for natural language processing. In WordNet, English nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives and adverbs are organized into synsets, each representing one underlying
lexical concept. Therefore, WordNet can be used to group individual English words
into synsets. Synonym dictionaries provide a set of synonymous terms for a given
term. We can group a term with its synonyms to form a synset. Thesauri are
much like synonym dictionaries, although they may contain more information such
as broader terms and narrower terms in addition to synonymy knowledge. They can
be used in the same way as synonym dictionaries for the task.
Synonyms can also be produced statistically from corpus. As described in
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Section 2.3.2, translation models in both directions can be derived by applying
statistical approaches on a sentence-aligned corpus. For a word e in Language
E, we develop a model that specifies the probability that it translates into each
word fi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) in Language F . Likewise, for a word f in Language F ,
we develop a model that specifies the probability that it translates to each word
ej(j = 1, 2, . . . , m) in Language E. We then combine these two translation models
to derive a statistical synonym model. Specifically, we assume the probability of
word fj, being a synonym of word f , can be approximated by multiplying the
probability of word f translating to some word ei and the probability of word ei





where p(fj|f) refers to the probability of fj being a synonym of f . Using this
formula, a synonym set fj(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) of word f can be created and ranked.
Since the resulting list contains many terms with low probabilities that are difficult
to accurately estimate, it is reasonable to select only candidate synonyms with
relatively high probabilities.
3.2.2 From Statistical Translation to Word-to-Synset Mapping
With the synonymy knowledge described above, we can develop a probabilistic model
that maps words in Language E to synsets in Language F , or vice versa. Consid-
ering the mapping of words in Language E to synsets in F , our approach combines
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statistical word-to-word translation model from Language E to Language F with
synonymy knowledge in Language F . Again, a statistical word-to-word translation
model p(fi|e) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) specifies, for a given word e in Language E, a set of
words fi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) in Language F and the probability that e translates to
each of fi. With the translation model, we can group the n translation alternatives
of e into sets of synonymous translations using synonymy knowledge in Language
F . The process of conflating multiple translation alternatives of a term into synsets
and estimating the probability that the term maps to each synset is called aggrega-
tion in this dissertation. To aggregate a set of translation alternatives into synsets,
we assume each term in Language E could have multiple meanings, and hence its
translations in Language F should be grouped so that each resulting synset denotes
one of its meanings. In the special case that the term has only one meaning, all its
translations should be grouped into one synset.
One term possibly may appear in multiple synsets. In this case, we decide to
which synset or synsets to assign when performing aggregation. Figure 3.2 shows two
methods, with an example. In Figure 3.2(a), each translation of word e is assigned
to each of its synsets with uniform probability. For example, since translation f1
appears in two synsets S1 and S2 and the translation probability from e to f1 is 0.2,
the mapping probability from e to each of these two synsets will be 0.2÷ 2 = 0.1.
In Figure 3.2(b), each translation is limited to be assigned to only one synset.
If a translation appears in multiple synsets, we decide to which synset it will go
eventually. We apply an aggregation heuristic based on the maximum cumulative
probability of each synset. Specifically, all the possible synsets first are found as
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Figure 3.2: Two methods of conflating multiple translations into synsets. (a) con-
servative method. (b) greedy method. fi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4): translations of term e,
Sj (j = 1, 2, 3): synsets.
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we did with Method (a). Then the synset with the largest cumulative probability
(i.e., the summation of the probability that e translates to each of the term in the
synset) is selected. Translations in this selected synset are excluded from remaining
synsets, consequently recomputing the mapping probabilities of remaining synsets.
Repeating these two steps will eventually produce the final word-to-synset mappings.
The following algorithm describes this method:
1. Search the synonym space in Language B for synsets pool Sj(j = 1, 2, . . . , m)
such that each Sj contains at least one of the translations of e;
2. Compute the probability that e maps to Sj: p(Sj|e) =
∑
fk∈Sj p(fk|e), and
rank all Sj in the decreasing order of the probability computed in this way;
3. Select the top ranked synset (and its probability), exclude it from the synsets
pool, and exclude translations contained in this synset from all the remaining
synsets in the pool;
4. Repeat Step 2 and 3 until all synsets remaining in the pool are empty or no
synset remains in the pool. The selected synsets together with their probability
form the word-to-synset mapping model for term e.
Which aggregation method is better? Method (a) is a conservative approach
because it attempts to include every possible synset in the final result. As a result,
the final number of synsets with Method (a) could in some cases be larger than the
number of the translations. On the other hand, Method (b) is a greedy approach as
it attempts to include as many translations in as few synsets as possible. With this
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method, the number of resulting synsets will never exceed the number of transla-
tion alternatives. Also, the probability mass distribution among synsets in Method
(a) is more balanced, whereas the probability mass distribution among synsets in
Method (b) is more skewed. Statistical translation models trained with parallel cor-
pora contain many translation alternatives, and some low-probability translations
may be incorrect. However, if a low-probability translation co-occurs with a high-
probability translation, it may be a correct translation; if it never co-occurs with
any high-probability translation, it may be wrong. With the greedy method, correct
translations with low probability are more likely to be grouped into synsets with
high-aggregated probability. Therefore, we adopted the greedy method.
3.2.3 Variants of Meaning Matching
We have discussed how to acquire synonymy knowledge and how to use synsets
to represent meanings and to convert word-to-word translation into word-to-synset
mapping. We will develop the term-to-term meaning matching model based on
which translation knowledge and/or synonymy knowledge is used.
Table 3.1 shows nine variants of probabilistic meaning matching in which we
are particularly interested. The differences among these models can be viewed from
three perspectives: (1) whether the translation knowledge used is bidirectional or
unidirectional, and if unidirectional, whether it is from query language to document
language or the reverse, (2) whether synonymy knowledge is used in both languages
or only one, and if in one language, whether it is in the query or document language,
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Icon Query Document Query Document Pre-
translation translation language language aligned
knowledge knowledge synsets synsets synsets
FAMM (Q) ⇔ (D) √ √ √ √ √
DAMM (Q) ⇀↽ (D)
√ √ √ √
PAMM-q (Q) ⇀↽ D
√ √ √
PAMM-d Q ⇀↽ (D)
√ √ √
IMM Q ⇀↽ D
√ √
PSQ Q → D √
PDT Q ← D √
APSQ Q → (D) √ √
APDT (Q) ← D √ √
Table 3.1: Variants of term-to-term meaning matching. FAMM: Full Aggregated Meaning Matching; DAMM:
Disconnected Aggregated Meaning Matching; PAMM-q: Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching in query language;
PAMM-d: Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching in document language; IMM: Individual Meaning Matching;
PSQ: Probabilistic Structured Queries; PDT: Probabilistic Document Translation; APSQ: Aggregated Probabilistic
Structured Queries; APDT: Aggregated Probabilistic Document Translation. Meanings of icons: arrows represent
translation directions; parentheses represent aggregation.
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and (3) whether synsets are aligned across languages.
3.2.3.1 Full Aggregated Meaning Matching
Ideally, we want words in the two languages mapped to the same meaning space, or
to the same synset space as we are representing meanings with synsets. How do we
map words in different languages into the same synsets? Given each synset consists
of synonyms, it should contain words in both languages. Each synset should contain
two sub-synsets, each of which is in one of the two languages; they are a pair of
aligned synsets.
Figure 3.3: Full aggregated meaning matching.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the idea of mapping terms in one language to synsets
in the other language, and linking the synsets with existing knowledge of synset
alignment. We call this method “full aggregated meaning matching” (FAMM). In
the example shown in the figure, four translations of word e1 are conflated into two
synsets S2 and S3 using the greedy method. Similarly, three translations of word f1
are conflated into two synsets S ′2 and S
′
4. For the simplicity of discussion, we assume
e1 is in the query language and f1 is in the document language (same below). The
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only aligned pair among four possible alignments is (S2, S
′
2), meaning only this pair
contributes to the meaning matching between e1 and f1. Specifically, the probability
that e1 and f1 share the same meaning is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(s2|e1)× p(s2′|f1) = 0.8× 0.7 = 0.56
Generalizing to any pair of words e and f , the full aggregated meaning match-
ing model can be expressed as:





• sei : the ith synset of the translations of word e,
• sfi : the ith synset of the translations of word f ,
• si: the set of all aligned synsets sei and sfi .
One unique feature of FAMM is that it allows multiple alignments of synsets
between any pair of words. A polysemous word in one langauge and a polysemous
word in another language may share more than one meaning. For example, the
English word “drug” and the Chinese word “Yao” can both mean “medicine” and
“illegal drug”.
However, there are at least two practical limitations to FAMM. First, resources
containing synsets aligned across languages are rare. EuroWordNet is the only
resource we had with this property. For languages not covered by EuroWorldNet,
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FAMM would require the development of aligned synsets between two languages.
Second, term coverage by the aligned synsets may be a serious problem. As we will
show later in Chapter 4, many important terms are not covered by EuroWordNet,
which significantly degraded the effectiveness of CLIR based on FAMM.
3.2.3.2 Disconnected Aggregated Meaning Matching
Full aggregated meaning matching requires synset alignments, which are not read-
ily available for many language pairs. Disconnected aggregated meaning matching
(DAMM) is developed to deal with the situation in which translations in both direc-
tions and synsets in both languages are used, but synset alignment knowledge is not
available. “Disconnected” should be interpreted only as “there is no fixed one-to-one
synset alignment available.” In order to use the available translation knowledge and
synonymy knowledge, we assume a query word and a document word have the same
meaning only if each word appears in one of the other word’s translation synsets.
Figure 3.4 shows how DAMM is realized. We start with two words, e1 and f1,
and we want to develop a model that specifies the probability that they share the
same meaning. The greedy method groups synonymous translations of each word
into synsets. Next, we traverse the resulting synsets of word e1 to find a synset that
contains word f1. If we succeed, we reference word e1 to the translation synsets of
word f1. If we succeed again then the meaning matching between e1 and f1 succeeds.
If we fail at either of these two steps, we assume e1 and f1 do not share the same
meaning. In the example in Figure 3.4, we found synset s2 of e1 contains f1, while
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Figure 3.4: Disconnected aggregated meaning matching.
synset s2′ of f1 contains e1, so meaning matching between these two words succeeds.
Specifically, the meaning matching probability between e1 and f1 is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(s2|e1)× p(s2′|f1) = 0.8× 0.7 = 0.56
Generalizing to any pair of words e and f , the disconnected aggregated mean-
ing matching model can be expressed as:
p(e ↔ f) = p(sei|e)× p(sfj |f) (f ∈ sei , e ∈ sfj) (3.6)
Although FAMM and DAMM look quite similar (see Equation 3.5 and Equa-
tion 3.6), they are different. Due to the lack of synset alignment information, an
extra assumption must be made for DAMM. When using the greedy synonym con-
flation method, no more than one pair of aligned synsets can be found between any
pair of words in DAMM. This is why Equation 3.6 does not have summation.
3.2.3.3 Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching
When bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge in only one
language are used, we call the variant “Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching”
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(PAMM). Aggregation is partial because it is done in only one of the two languages.
In this case, we assume each individual translation encodes a different meaning
when aggregation is not performed on the translation side. Under this assumption,
meaning matching can be realized by linking translation synsets on one side to
translations on the other side.
Figure 3.5: Partial aggregated meaning matching: aggregated in document lan-
guage.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the situation in which only synonymy knowledge in the
document language is available. In the example, query word e1 is translated, and its
translations are conflated into synsets with the greedy method based on synonymy
knowledge in document language. Meanwhile, document word f1 is also translated.
We then check if f1 appears in any translation synset of e1 and e1 is a translation
of f1. In the example, f1 appears in synset s2 of e1, and e1 is a translation of f1.
Therefore, meaning matching between e1 and f1 succeeds. Specifically, the meaning
matching probability between these two words is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(s2|e1)× p(e1|f1) = 0.8× 0.6 = 0.48
Generalizing to any pair of word e and f , the model of PAMM in document
language (PAMM-d) can be expressed as:
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Figure 3.6: Partial aggregated meaning matching: aggregated in query language.
p(e ↔ f) = p(sei|e)× p(e|f), f ∈ sei (3.7)
The method shown in the example is called PAMM-d, in which the conflation
of synonymous translations is done on the document side.
When synonymy knowledge is available in the query language instead of the
document language, we can make the same assumption that each word in the docu-
ment language represents a different meaning. As shown in Figure 3.6, translations
of document word f1 are conflated into synsets using the greedy method. Notice
that query word e1 is contained in translation synset s2′ of f1 and word f1 is a trans-
lation of e1. Therefore, meaning matching between word e1 and word f1 succeeds.
The meaning matching probability is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(f1|e1)× p(s2′|f1) = 0.4× 0.7 = 0.28
Generalizing to any pair of word e and f , the model of partial meaning match-
ing aggregated in query language can be expressed as:
p(e ↔ f) = p(f |e)× p(sfi|f), e ∈ sfi (3.8)
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The situation is called Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching in the query
language (PAMM-q), in which the conflation of synonymous translations is done on
the query side.
Notice with statistical translation models learned from parallel corpus, we can
always obtain statistical synonymy knowledge in both languages. In this case, the
premise of PAMM is artificial as we can always use DAMM if it helps. However, if
other types of synonymy knowledge such as WordNet are used, synonymy knowledge
may be available in only one language.
3.2.3.4 Individual Meaning Matching
Accurate computational models of synonymy knowledge may not be available, es-
pecially for language pairs that are not well-studied. When synonymy knowledge
in neither language, is available or is not used, we adopt the same assumption that
each word encodes a different meaning. In this case, two words share the same
meaning only if they are translations of each other. The probability that two words
share the same meaning is dependent on the probability that e translates to f and
the probability that f translates to e, i.e.,
p(e ↔ f) = p(e|f)× p(f |e) (3.9)
Figure 3.7 illustrates meaning matching between word e1 and word f1 in this
situation. The meaning matching probability can be simply computed as:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(f1|e1)× p(e1|f1) = 0.4× 0.6 = 0.24
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Figure 3.7: Individual meaning matching.
This model is called Individual Meaning Matching (IMM) since only individual
words are involved, due to the lack of synonymy knowledge.
3.2.3.5 Probabilistic Structured Queries
We have focused on the use of synonymy knowledge, assuming statistical translation
knowledge is available in both directions. We now look at the situations in which
translation knowledge is available only in one direction. In this case, if synonymy
knowledge is not available, meaning matching becomes a unidirectional translation
model. If only translation knowledge from query language to document language is
available, the probability of a query word and a document word sharing the same
meaning is the probability of the query word translating to the document word:
p(e ↔ f) = p(f |e) (3.10)
For the same pair of words e1 and f1 in the illustrative example, the meaning
matching probability is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(f1|e1) = 0.4
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This is the Probabilistic Structured Query (PSQ) method that was first intro-
duced by Darwish [15]. Notice it is an extreme case of individual meaning matching
in which we assume the probability that a document word translates to a query
word is 1.
3.2.3.6 Probabilistic Document Translation
If only translation knowledge from document language to query language is available,
meaning matching becomes translation from document language to query language.
In this case, we assume the probability that two words share the same meaning
could be approximated by the probability that the document word translates to the
query word:
p(e ↔ f) = p(e|f) (3.11)
The meaning matching probability between the same pair of words in the
above example is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(e1|f1) = 0.6
We call this model Probabilistic Document Translation (PDT) as it is analog
to PSQ but applied on the document side. It is another extreme case of individ-
ual meaning matching in which the probability of a query word translating to a
document word is 1.
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Figure 3.8: Aggregated probabilistic structured queries.
3.2.3.7 Aggregated Probabilistic Structured Queries
In another situation of meaning matching, a unidirectional translation model com-
bines with synonymy knowledge on the translation side. One variant involves query
translation coupling with aggregation in document language. The probability a
query word and a document word share the same meaning is computed as the prob-
ability that the query word maps to the synset that the document word belongs to.
We call the meaning matching Aggregated Probabilistic Structured Queries (APSQ)
because it translates queries and conflates translations into synsets based on syn-
onymy knowledge in document language. Mathematically, meaning matching in this
case is described as:
p(e ↔ f) = p(si|e) (f ∈ si)
In the example in Figure 3.8, the meaning matching probability between e1
and f1 is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(s2|e1) = 0.8
APSQ is an extreme case of PAMM-d in which the probability of a document
word translating to a query word is treated as 1.
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Figure 3.9: Aggregated probabilistic document translation.
3.2.3.8 Aggregated Probabilistic Document Translation
The last variant of meaning matching uses document translation knowledge and
synonymy knowledge in the query language. In this case, the probability a query
word and a document word share the same meaning is estimated as the probabil-
ity that the document word maps to the synset to the query word belongs. We
call this model Aggregated Probabilistic Document Translation (APDT) because it
translates documents and aggregate translations into synsets with synonymy knowl-
edge in the query language. Mathematically, meaning matching in this case can be
expressed as:
p(e ↔ f) = p(sj|f), e ∈ sj
In Figure 3.9, the meaning matching probability between e1 and f1 is:
p(e1 ↔ f1) = p(s2′|f1) = 0.7
In APDT, the probability that a query word translates to a document word is
treated as 1.
The premise of meaning matching with unidirectional translation knowledge
is artificial when the translation knowledge is obtained from parallel corpus, as
we can acquire translation knowledge in both directions and statistical synonymy
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knowledge in both languages. We discuss it here for two reasons. First, other
situations exist in which a probabilistic bilingual dictionary is only available in one
direction. Second, we want to show the best existing query translation technique
(in this case PSQ) is a special case of our meaning matching model. It can serve as
a reference for comparison with other variants of meaning matching model in which
more translation knowledge and/or synonymy knowledge are used. Our hypothesis
is that by using more knowledge, the meaning matching model can achieve better
CLIR effectiveness. In Chapter 4 and 5, we will present comparative experiment
results regarding the effectiveness of these variants.
3.3 Ranking Documents by Term Weights
In Section 3.2, we provided the derivations of meaning matching between individual
query terms and document terms under different situations. Regardless of the situ-
ation, we use p(e ↔ f) to denote the probability query term e and document term
f share the same meaning. In this section, we look at how the meaning matching
probability can be used to estimate a weight for a query term in each document.
After we estimate a weight for each query term in each document, then we can
compute a Retrieval Status Value (RSV) for each document, and use it for ranking
documents.
In a TF/DF based retrieval system, the weight of a query term can be com-
puted by combining its TF and DF. In monolingual IR, since queries and documents
are written in the same language, the TF and DF of each query term can be obtained
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by counting the occurrences of the term in each document and the total number of
documents that contain the term. In CLIR, however, we have to estimate the TF
and DF of each query term in each document since the query term usually does not
appear in any document.
3.3.1 Estimating TF and DF
According to the meaning matching model, for a given word e in Language E,
we find a set of terms fi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) in Language F , each of which shares
the same meaning with term e with some probability p(e ↔ fi) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
respectively. We continue to call each fi a translation of e. If we take Language
E as the query language and Language F as the document language, then for any
query term a set of translations exists in the document language. Whenever we see
a translation fi appearing one time in document dk, we assume we have seen term e
for pi times. Suppose the total occurrence of term fi in document dk is TF (fi, dk),
the total “occurrence” of term e as estimated from the occurrences of term fi will
be p(e ↔ fi) × TF (fi, dk). Considering all the translations of term e in document
dk, we have our estimate of TF (e, dk) as the term frequency of query term e in
document dk:
TF (e, dk) =
∑
fi
p(e ↔ fi)× TF (fi, dk) (3.12)
For the DF of query term e, as long as document dk contains any of its trans-
lations fi, we assume the document “contains” e too. When meaning matching
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probability is not considered, we can use the total number of documents that con-
tain at least one synonym of term e to estimate its DF, which is exactly the way
that DF is estimated in the structured query method (Equation 2.23). However,
intuitively translation probability should also be used in the estimation of docu-
ment frequency. If all the translations of the query term appear in the document,
its DF should add 1; if only some of its translations appear in the document, its
DF should add less than 1. In the latter case, it is reasonable to use the summation
of the probability of its translations appearing in the document. Considering all
documents that contain at least one of its translations, the DF of query term e in




p(e ↔ fi)×DF (fi) (3.13)
This approach to estimating DF is very similar to that used in PSQ (Equa-
tion 2.26), except that the probability used here is the meaning matching probability
instead of a unidirectional translation probability.
3.3.2 Combining Query Term Weights
After the TF and DF of a query term are estimated, we can compute its weight by
combining the TF and DF with other factor such as normalized document length.
Theoretically, the TF and DF estimated in this way can be used in any TF/DF-
based IR model, such as the vector space model. The experiments reported later in
the dissertation were conducted with the state of the art Okapi BM25 formula [74].
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We used k1 = 1.2, b = 0.75, and k3 = 7 as has been commonly used. Specifically,
the weighting function we used is:




(N − df(e) + 0.5)
(df(e) + 0.5)
][
(2.2 ∗ tf(e, dk))








• RSV (Q, dk) is the retrieval status value of document dk concerning query Q;
it is the weight of the document.
• N is the total number of documents in the collection.
• df(e) is the document frequency of e, as estimated using Equation 3.13.
• tf(e, dk) is the term frequency of e in dk, as estimated using Equation 3.12.
• dl(dk) is the length of document dk.
• avdl is the average document length in the collection.
• qtf(e) is the term frequency of e in Q.
The equation first computes the weight of each query term and then sums the
weight of all query terms. The result is the retrieval status value of the document
regarding the query. Given a query, we compute the value for every document in the
collection. Documents then can be ranked by their retrieval status values, achieving
ranked retrieval.
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3.3.3 Pruning Translations in Meaning Matching
The number of translation alternatives gained from training statistical translation
models could become enormous, as increasingly unlikely translations are included.
For this reason, it is important understand the sensibility of CLIR effectiveness to
the degree of translation fanout. In some early studies on dictionary-based CLIR,
the issue was investigated by changing the number of translation alternatives. For
translations obtained from statistical training, this may not be a good idea because
it ignores translation probability in choosing translations. As a result, for example,
the top two translations of some terms may be likely translations, whereas the top
two translations of other terms may include an unlikely translation. Therefore,
the meaning matching probability should be used in pruning translations. In one
way, an Individual Probability Threshold (IPT) is set with any translations whose
probability is below the IPT excluded.
Another way to study the relationship between the degree of translation fanout
and CLIR effectiveness is the Cumulative Probability Threshold (CPT) [15]. CPT
method first ranks all translations in decreasing order of their probabilities, then
selects translations top-down until the cumulative probability of the selected trans-
lations first reaches or exceeds a pre-set threshold. This way, a CPT of 0 ensures the
use of top 1 translation, a CPT of 1 ensures the use of all translation alternatives,
and a CPT between 0 and 1 ensures the use of some translation alternatives with
relatively high probability. By setting different CPT values between 0 and 1, we
will see how CLIR effectiveness changes as the richness of translations changes.
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IPT and CPT have similar effects on the selection of translation alternatives.
Both use probabilities instead of counts in deciding which translations to use. For
this reason, they may lead to the use of different numbers of translation alterna-
tives for different terms. In addition, if the probability of included translations is
re-normalized, neither method will alter the computation of document length in
term weighting. Since the study by Darwish and Oard showed CPT was useful for
studying the sensitivity of CLIR to translation fanout, we adopted it in our study
reported in this dissertation [15].
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the idea of relating information retrieval to matching
the meaning of query and document terms. Based on this idea, we developed the
meaning matching model that specifies the probability that a query term and a
document term share the same meaning. In this model, meanings are represented
by synsets, and meaning matching is accomplished by mapping query terms and
document terms to aligned synsets. When the knowledge of synset alignment is
unavailable, we made assumptions that allowed us to use the available translation
knowledge and/or synonymy knowledge. We described how the meaning matching
probability can be used for ranking documents in CLIR. Issues related to the imple-
mentation of the model and its robustness to the degree of translation fanout were
discussed.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we present results of experiments in which the meaning
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matching model was used. The experiments involve three test collections for two
language pairs. Specifically, we look at the effectiveness of CLIR based on the
nine variants of the meaning matching model, and show that using bidirectional





To study the effectiveness of the meaning matching model developed in the previ-
ous chapter, two sets of experiments were conducted. The first set of experiments
concerns the retrieval of French documents for information requests expressed in
English, and the second set of experiments focuses on finding Chinese documents
in response to information requests written in English. In this chapter, we present
the English-French CLIR experiments, and the English-Chinese CLIR experiments
in the next chapter.
In Section 4.1, we describe our experiment design, which includes selecting the
test collection and IR system, query/document processing, training statistical trans-
lation models, deriving statistical synonyms, and selecting an effectiveness measure.
We then present the experiment results and detailed analysis in Section 4.2. We
compare meaning matching effectiveness with a monolingual baseline, investigate
different variants of meaning matching, and compare their effectiveness when differ-
ent statistical MT training setups were used. Section 4.3 summarizes our findings.
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4.1 Experiment Design
4.1.1 Test Collection and IR System
We combined the French test collections created by the Cross-Language Evaluation
Forum (CLEF) in 2001, 2002 and 2003 into a single collection. The collection
contains 87,191 French news articles from Le Monde and SDA in 1994, 151 topics in
English (and, for comparison, in French),1 and binary relevance judgments created
using a pooled assessment methodology. We stripped accents from the document
collection and removed French terms contained on the stopword list provided with
the open source Snowball stemmer.2 We then created two document indexes: one
based on unstemmed French terms and the other with stemmed French terms using
the Snowball French stemmer (with accents removed).3
Each topic contains title, description, and narrative fields. We automatically
created two types of queries for each topic by using words from the title field alone
(T queries, representing a brief Web-like query) or words from title and description
fields (TD queries, representing a brief sentence or two a searcher might say when
approaching a librarian for assistance). For French queries, we performed accent re-
moval, stopword removal, and stemming using the same tools we used for processing
1The 9 of the 160 CLEF 2001, 2002 and 2003 topics for which no relevant French documents
are known were removed from the collection.
2http://snowball.tartarus.org/
3This is post-accent-removal stemming. A better method is pre-accent-removal stemming. We
compared every rule contained in Snowball French stemmer and found only one case that made a
minor difference between these two stemming methods.
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the document collection. For English queries, we performed pre-translation stop-
word removal using the English stopword list provided with the Inquery retrieval
system obtained from the University of Massachusetts.
The experiments were run with the Perl Search Engine (PSE), which uses
Okapi BM25 weights (see Equation 3.14). We modified it to implement other vari-
ants of the meaning matching model.
4.1.2 Training Statistical Translation Models
We used the freely available GIZA++ toolkit [64]4 to train translation models with
the Europarl parallel corpus [38]. Europarl contains 677,913 automatically aligned
sentence pairs in English and French from the European Parliament. We stripped
accents from every character and filtered out implausible sentence alignments by
eliminating sentence pairs with a token ratio either smaller than 0.2 or larger than
5, resulting in 672,247 sentence pairs for actual use. Word alignment models imple-
mented by GIZA++ are sensitive to the translation direction, so we ran GIZA++
twice, once with English as the source language and once with French as the source
language. In both cases, we started with 10 IBM Model 1 iterations, followed by 5
HMM iterations, and ending with 5 IBM Model 4 iterations. The “alignment tem-
plates” technique was not used, so all alignment pairs include a single word in each
language. GIZA++ produces a representation of the sparse translation matrix using
a three-column table that specifies, for each source-target word pair, the normalized
translation probability of the target language word given the source language word.
4http://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/Colleagues/och/software/GIZA++.html
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With the two translation models from GIZA++, we identified statistical synonyms
and derived all variants of the meaning matching model described in Chapter 3.
4.1.3 Identifying Synonyms
Synonyms used in the experiments were acquired from three sources: WordNet (for
English), EuroWordNet (for aligned synsets between English and French), and the
parallel corpus (for both English and French). We downloaded the freely distributed
WordNet 2.0 from its project Web site and used a Perl module to extract synsets
from it.5. In EuroWordNet, each synset is identified by a unique synset id, and under
the same id, terms in several European languages are listed separately. Therefore,
aligned synsets were extracted easily.
To create a statistical synonym dictionary, we started with the two statistical
translation models derived from statistical MT training with GIZA++ as described
above. We then used Equation 3.4 to find synonyms and their probability for all
terms in both languages. Synonyms with a normalized probability lower than 0.1
were excluded from the lists.
4.2 Results
In this section, we report our experiment results. We present the results in three
parts: (1) establishing an upper baseline using French queries, (2) establishing a
lower baseline using a known CLIR technique with English queries (probabilistic
5http://wordnet.princeton.edu/w3wn.html
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Figure 4.1: Alternative monolingual baselines, TD queries. SS: expansion using
statistical synonyms. STM: stemmed using the Snowball French stemmer.
structured queries), and (3) comparing the retrieval effectiveness of the meaning
matching model with those baselines. We show meaning matching achieves results
statistically indistinguishable from the upper (monolingual) baseline, and signifi-
cantly better than the lower (CLIR) baseline, while demonstrating less sensitivity
to parameter selection.
4.2.1 Upper (Monolingual) Baseline
As we described in Section 2.4.3, it is common to compare CLIR effectiveness
with monolingual baseline obtained by retrieving documents with human translated
queries in the document language. For this study, we sought to validate our choice
of a monolingual baseline by comparing an unexpanded monolingual run with an
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Neuchatel TNO Hummingbird Thomason L&R APL/JHU BASE BASE-BRF
0.502 0.488 0.483 0.434 0.392 0.470 0.501
Table 4.1: Comparing with the 5 best official runs of CLEF 2001 monolingual French
retrieval. 50 TD queries. Figures are mean average precision. BASE and BASE-
BRF are our runs
alternative implementation in which the statistical synonym dictionary was used as
a basis for expansion. For each French query, we completed the following steps to
construct an expanded query:
• For each query term, find its synonyms based on Equation 3.4.
• Exclude the query term from its synonym list (a term usually appears in its
synonym list).
• Re-normalize the probabilities of remaining synonyms.
• Select synonyms based on 11 pre-set Cumulative Probability Thresholds (CPT)
ranging from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.1 at each time.
• Re-normalize the probabilities of selected synonyms, treat them as a pseudo-
term and compute the TF and DF of the pseudo-term based on Equation 3.12
and 3.13 and its weight based on Equation 3.14.
• Compute the weight of the original query term. If the term does not have any
synonym, double its weight.
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• Repeat the above steps for all query terms and adding all the resulting term
weights, which will be the document relevance score.
Figure 4.1 shows the monolingual retrieval results when TD queries were used;
the results are similar for T queries but with absolute values consistently lower.
Stemming yielded large and statistically significant improvements in Mean (un-
interpolated) Average Precision (MAP). Similar effects were seen in every CLIR
condition, so all CLIR results presented in the figures and tables in this chapter
incorporate stemming. Expansion using statistical synonyms yielded a statistically
significant 6% relative improvement in MAP when all synonyms were used in the
unstemmed condition. No improvement resulted from expansion using statistical
synonyms in the stemmed condition. Inspection of the synsets in the unstemmed
condition suggests that some of the beneficial effect results from learned synonymy
relationships between words sharing a common stem; Such improvement is not pos-
sible in the stemmed condition. We, therefore, used the stemmed unexpanded con-
dition as the upper (monolingual) baseline to which we would compare our CLIR
techniques (MAP for the stemmed unexpanded monolingual condition is 0.386).
To compare our monolingual baseline with other systems, we computed the
MAP over 50 TD queries formulated from the CLEF 2001 topic set (Topics 41-90).
Table 4.1 shows the MAP of the top five official monolingual French runs from CLEF
2001. Our monolingual baseline (BASE in Table 4.1) achieved a MAP of 0.470,
which is above the average (0.460) of these top five runs but lower than the top three
runs. We noticed the best CLEF 2001 run tweaked the stopword list and stemming,
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and, in particular, used query expansion based on blind relevance feedback [78]. To
facilitate comparison, we also expanded our original French queries with the top
20 words selected from the top ten retrieved documents based on Okapi weights,
and reduced the weights of added words with a coefficient of 0.1. This resulted in
a monolingual MAP of 0.501 (BASE-BRF in Table 4.1) that closely matched the
best official run in CLEF 2001 monolingual French retrieval. This suggests that
our monolingual baseline is strong. With a goal to study the relative effectiveness
of different ways of using translation and synonymy knowledge, we want to avoid
masking those effects by other factors. Therefore, blind relevance feedback was not
used in the remaining runs.
4.2.2 Lower (CLIR) Baseline: Reexamining PSQ
One of our main goals in developing meaning matching model is to improve over
probabilistic structured queries (PSQ) technique. Therefore, we first examine the
effectiveness of PSQ, with which only translation knowledge from the query language
to the document language is used.
Figure 4.2 shows the effectiveness of PSQ at different CPT values. Notice
that the vertical axis denotes the percentage of CLIR MAP over the monolingual
baseline (so a value of 100% means CLIR and monolingual retrieval had the same
effectiveness). In all the figures of experiments reported in this chapter and the next
chapter, we follow the same convention of using percentage monolingual effective-














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.2: Comparison of PSQ and SQ (CLEF). SQ-Pirkola: Pirkola’s Struc-
tured Queries; SQ-Kwok: Kwok’s Structured Queries; PSQ: Probabilistic Structured
Queries.
purpose, results of Structured Queries (SQ) are also listed. Notice that the effective-
ness of SQ increased as CPT increased, reached its peak near a CPT of 0.3 (MAP
of 0.360), and then began to drop dramatically. This peak effectiveness of SQ was
significantly worse than the monolingual effectiveness. These findings are consistent
with what was reported by Darwish and Oard [15]. PSQ showed more robustness
and better effectiveness. The effectiveness of PSQ continued to increase after a CPT
of 0.3, and reached it peak near a CPT of 0.5 (MAP of 0.366). It kept relatively
stable until near a CPT of 0.9 where it remained at least as good as at a CPT of 0,
which corresponds to one-best translation. This is also consistent with the original
findings by Darwish and Oard. After a CPT of 0.9 and before a CPT of 0.999,
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the effectiveness of PSQ dropped slight below one-best translation. However, at a
CPT of 1, when all translation alternatives were used, CLIR effectiveness degraded
to about 40% of one-best performance (MAP of 0.159). This is quite different from
Darwish’s findings, because the MAP of PSQ never dropped below one-best trans-
lation regardless of a CPT value in his study [15]. PSQ at best (i.e., 0.366 at a
CPT of 0.5) achieved about 95% of monolingual effectiveness. However, it was still
significantly worse than the latter and indistinguishable from the best of SQ.
As showed in Table 4.2 and 4.3, we used equal increments of 0.1 at lower CPT
values as CLIR effectiveness did not show dramatic changes in that region. At high
CPT values (e.g., after 0.9), we tried more points of CPT such as 0.99, 0.999, and
even 0.9995 to learn where the effectiveness began to degrade. This way, we may
give more detailed illustration of the relationship between CLIR effectiveness based
on different meaning matching models and the amount of translation knowledge
used.
Figure 4.2 shows the results of SQ with Kwok’s approximation (which uses
the summation of the DF’s of translation alternatives to estimate the DF of the
query term). CLIR effectiveness was similar between Kwok’s SQ and Pirkola’s SQ
(which uses the size of the union of the documents that contain each translation
alternatives) over the region of maximal retrieval effectiveness. This confirms it is
appropriate to use Kwok’s approximation in place of Pirkola’s SQ when meaning
matching probability is not used to compute term weight. In the rest of this study,
all reported SQ results were obtained with Kwok’s approximation.
One possible cause of the slight difference between Kwok’s SQ and Pirkola’s
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SQ involves the type of translation alternatives included at different CPT values.
At very low CPT values, usually only one translation was selected, so these two
techniques didn’t exhibit a noticeable difference. At mid-range CPT values, there
was some difference because more than one translation (but not many) were usually
used, and some translations might appear together in the same documents. As a
result, the summation of the number of the documents containing these translation
alternatives might be somewhat larger than the size of these documents’ union. At
very high CPT values, the number of translation alternatives included became very
large. It is likely some of these translation alternatives were common terms with a
very high DF that would dominate the effect of other translations on the estimate
of DF of a query term, regardless of whether Kwok’s SQ or Pirkola’s SQ was used.
Little difference is therefore seen at high CPT values.
4.2.3 Using Document Translation Knowledge: PDT
The previous section described the results of the simplest situation of meaning
matching, in which only translation knowledge from query language to document
language was used. Another similar case is to use only translation knowledge in
the other direction, from document language to query language. As we discussed in
Chapter 3, the meaning matching model developed to handle this situation is called
Probabilistic Document Translation (PDT).
Figure 4.3 shows CLIR results with PDT. For comparison purposes, we also
include the results with PSQ. Similar to PSQ, the effectiveness of PDT increased as
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of PSQ and PDT (CLEF). PSQ: Probabilistic Structured
Queries; PDT: Probabilistic Document Translation.
CPT increased, reached its peak near a CPT of 0.9 (MAP of 0.374), and dropped
sharply below the one-best translation performance when all translation alternatives
were used. Compared to PSQ, it seems PDT was slightly worse at lower CPT
values, when fewer translation alternatives were used. However, it showed more
improvement at higher CPT values. This seems to indicate that PDT is more
robust to translation noise. A Wilcoxon signed rank test shows the best of PDT -
about 97% of monolingual effectiveness - is indistinguishable from either the best of
PSQ or from the monolingual baseline.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of IMM, PSQ, and PDT (CLEF). IMM: individual meaning
matching; PSQ: probabilistic structured queries
4.2.4 Using Bidirectional Translation Knowledge: IMM
Among all the variants of meaning matching that use bidirectional translation knowl-
edge, IMM is the simplest one because it does not involve synonymy knowledge. The
effectiveness of CLIR based on IMM showed monotonic increase before CPT reaches
0.9. The highest MAP (0.376 at a CPT of 0.9), however, is indistinguishable from
either the best of PSQ or monolingual effectiveness (see Figure 4.4).
The monotonic increase of MAP at low and medium CPT regions seems to
indicate some advantage of using bidirectional translation knowledge over unidirec-
tional translation knowledge. Essentially this is because using bidirectional transla-
tion knowledge can both eliminate some spurious translation alternatives that are
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otherwise included unidirectional translation and gives better estimation of mean-
ing matching probability. However, such effects are quite limited, especially when
many low probability translations are included. In fact, after a CPT of 0.9, IMM
decreased faster than PSQ and PDT, showing combining bidirectional translation
knowledge may have included more low-probability translations than using unidirec-
tional translation knowledge. We suspect it is because in a statistical translation
model every word can be translate to every word appearing in aligned sentences. We
show below that synonymy knowledge can partially offset the negative effect due to
the inclusion of too many low-probability translations. In addition, pruning the raw
statistical translation models can also reduced the number of spurious translations
in IMM.
4.2.5 Combining Bidirectional Translation Knowledge and Synonymy
Knowledge: FAMM, PAMM, and DAMM
Figure 4.5 shows the results of matching meaning when both translation knowl-
edge and statistical synonymy knowledge were used. Similar to IMM, PAMM and
DAMM showed monotonic improvement of MAP before reaching a CPT of 0.9.
What is different is that the effectiveness of PAMM-q and PAMM-d remained bet-
ter than one-best translation even when all the meaning matching candidates were
used. Notice that the best CLIR effectiveness of each of the three variants (DAMM,
PAMM-q, and PAMM-d) was comparable to monolingual effectiveness, and they are
statistically indistinguishable ffrom each other. The results seem to indicate that
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of DAMM, PAMM, FAMM, and PSQ (CLEF). DAMM: Dis-
connected Aggregated Meaning Matching; PAMM-q: Partial Aggregated Meaning
Matching in query language; PAMM-d: Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching in
document language; IMM: Individual Meaning Matching; FAMM: Full Aggregated
Meaning Matching. Lower figure is a blown-out version of upper figure.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of meaning matching using statistical synonyms and Word-
Net synonyms (CLEF). PAMM-q: Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching in query
language (aggregated using statistical synonyms); PAMM-q.WN: Partial Aggre-
gated Meaning Matching in query language (aggregated using WordNet synonyms);
IMM: Individual Meaning Matching.
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using bidirectional translation knowledge together with statistical synonymy knowl-
edge has some advantage over using bidirectional knowledge alone. However, the
quicker drop of MAP for DAMM after a CPT of 0.99 seems to indicate overuse of sta-
tistical synonymy knowledge may have a negative effect when lots of low-probability
translations are present.
Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of aggregation in the query language (English)
using WordNet synonyms and statistical synonyms. It seems statistical synonyms
helped a little bit more than WordNet synonyms, and both had some advantage
over IMM, which does not use synonymy knowledge.
Full meaning matching with aligned synsets obtained from EuroWordNet per-
formed significantly worse in every case than other meaning matching that uses
statistical synonyms. We found that many high-probability translations contained
in the GIZA++ tables were not covered by the aligned synsets. As a result, full
aggregated meaning matching treated their probabilities as zero. This is clearly
undesirable, and future work on compensating for limited word coverage of aligned
synsets is needed.
Overall, aggregation had little effect at low CPT values. The number of trans-
lation alternatives included at low CPT values was very small (in most cases there
was just one translation selected). Generally, the more translations involved, the
larger effect aggregation is likely to have. Therefore, at high CPT values where
more translations are included, aggregation tends to have more effect on meaning
matching.
Wilcoxon signed rank tests show the best of each of DAMM, PAMM-q, and
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Figure 4.7: Query-by-query comparison of the best DAMM and the best PSQ
(CLEF). AP: (uninterpolated) average precision; DAMM: Disconnected Aggregated
Meaning Matching; PSQ: probabilistic structured queries.
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PAMM-d significantly outperformed the best of PSQ. To further investigate what
actually happened, we plot the uninterpolated Average Precision (AP) difference
for each query between the best case of DAMM and the best case of PSQ (see
Figure 4.7). Among the 151 queries, 67 had higher AP with DAMM, 48 had higher
AP with PSQ, and the remaining 36 were the same — revealing the difference
between DAMM and PSQ was not due to a small set of topics. The last point in the
figure seems to be an outlier. It corresponds to Topic 105, for which only two relevant
documents exist in the collection. The two relevant documents appeared at rank 1
and 4 for PSQ, and rank 2 and 17 for DAMM. AP is known to be sensitive to topics
with few relevant documents, which explains the large observed difference between
DAMM and PSQ for this topic. We did the same comparative analysis for other
cases in which a statistically significant difference was observed, and consistently
found the difference was not due to a small set of extreme topics.
4.2.6 Combining Unidirectional Translation Knowledge with Syn-
onymy Knowledge: APSQ and APDT
When translation knowledge is available in only one direction, it can also be com-
bined with synonymy knowledge in order to perform meaning matching. The situa-
tion is depicted by APSQ and APDT. As Figure 4.8 shows, synonymy knowledge did
not work well with unidirectional translation knowledge. In the case of query trans-
lation, aggregation significantly degraded CLIR effectiveness at every CPT value.
In the case of document translation, aggregation with statistical synonyms never
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Figure 4.8: Meaning matching: combining unidirectional translation knowledge
with with synonymy knowledge. Upper figure: aggregation on query language side.
PSQ: Probabilistic Structured Queries; APSQ: Aggregated Probabilistic Structured
Queries; PDT: Probabilistic Document Translation; APDT: Aggregated Proba-
bilistic Document Translation (aggregation with statistical synonyms); APDT.WN:
Aggregated Probabilistic Document Translation (aggregation with WordNet syn-
onyms). Lower figure: aggregation on document language side.
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helps — it has little effect at lower CPT values, and it hurts at higher CPT values;
aggregation with WordNet synonyms gives mixed results - it seems to help at lower
CPT values but hurt more than statistical synonyms at higher CPT values.
A possible explanation for the observed negative effect of aggregation at high
CPT values is unidirectional translation contains too many spurious translations, es-
pecially at higher CPT values. After being aggregated, some of these spurious trans-
lations might have been assigned to synsets with high probability, so their weights
were overrated. As a result, non-relevant documents that contain these transla-
tions were retrieved, hence CLIR effectiveness decreased. By contrast, aggregation
helps meaning matching with bidirectional translation knowledge, since bidirectional
translation has the effect of eliminating some spurious translations. Furthermore,
aggregation with WordNet synonyms seemed to hurt more than statistical synonyms
at high CPT values. We compared statistical synonyms and WordNet synonyms,
and found there are more morphological variants in statistical synonyms than in
WordNet. Aggregating morphological variants may have less effect than aggregating
synonyms not sharing stems, because stemming has a similar effect. At higher CPT
values, aggregation with WordNet tends to boost the probability of more spurious
translations that are not morphological variants than aggregation with statistical
synonyms. This explains why aggregation with WordNet performed worse in high
CPT region.
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Figure 4.9: Combining bidirectional translation probabilities using multiplication or
weighted summation (CLEF). DAMM: Disconnected Aggregated Meaning Match-
ing; IMM: Individual Meaning Matching; SUM: weighted summation of probabili-
ties; ASUM: applying aggregation to weighted summation of probabilities.
4.2.7 Combining Bidirectional Translation Probabilities: Multiplica-
tion or Summation?
It is common in CLIR to use weighted summation of translation probabilities to com-
bine translations gained form difference sources. For example, Bayes’ rule was ap-
plied to convert statistical translations in one direction into translations in the oppo-
site direction. The resulting translations can then be combined with another query-
to-document statistical translation model with each receiving equal weight [85, 15].
In our derivation of meaning matching, however, bidirectional translation probabil-
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ities are combined in a multiplication basis. We are interested to compare these two
methods of using bidirectional translation knowledge.
Figure 4.9 shows the comparison results. Overall, weighted summation of
translation probability showed a pattern of change in CLIR effectiveness similar to
PSQ. Specifically, it increased as CPT increased at lower values, reached the opti-
mal point somewhere in the medium CPT region, then decreased as CPT moved to
higher values. The best effectiveness of weighted summation (0.380 at a CPT of 0.6)
was at least as good as the best as IMM (i.e., when synonymy knowledge was not
considered.) The Wilcoxon sign rank test reveals that it is significantly better than
the best of PSQ, and indistinguishable from all four meaning matching variants in
which bidirectional translation knowledge is used (IMM, PAMM-q, PAMM-d, and
DAMM). However, adding synonymy knowledge (ASUM) significantly degraded the
effectiveness, probably because multiplication tends to “skew” probability distribu-
tions among translation alternatives while weighted summation tends to “flatten”
probability distributions. As a result, there tend to be more translation alternatives
at low CPT values in the weighted summation table than in the multiplication table.
As most of these translations have high probabilities, including them could result in
better CLIR effectiveness. When moving to high CPT regions, the weighted sum-
mation method tends to include more spurious translations than the multiplication,
which explains the latter performed better.
In brief, both methods of combining bidirectional translation knowledge can
lead to improvement of CLIR effectiveness instead of using unidirectional transla-
tion knowledge. The weighted summation method performed better in low CPT
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regions, while the meaning matching model performed better in high CPT regions.
More importantly, when combined with synonymy knowledge, meaning matching
performed better.
4.2.8 Using More Accurate Translation Models
The robustness of the meaning matching models can be influenced by the inclusion
of too many spurious translations. Although the meaning matching model has the
positive effect of eliminating some spurious translation alternatives, at least that
ability is limited when the number of translation alternatives becomes large. A
simple way to mitigate this risk involves the exclusion of potentially spurious trans-
lations in the translation models obtained through statistical MT training before
they are used to derive the meaning matching model. In this experiment, we did so
by excluding translations beyond cumulative probability threshold of 0.9 from the
two raw GIZA++ translation tables. We then derived different variants of meaning
matching model from these two reduced translation models.
Table 4.3 shows the mean average precision under different conditions of cross-
language meaning matching based on the two reduced translation tables. The same
data is displayed in Figure 4.10 except PAMM-d is not listed as it is almost identical
to PAMM-q. The best result of each meaning matching variant and the comparison
are listed in Table 4.4. Basically, all variants of meaning matching showed similar
pattern of changes of CLIR effectiveness. Specifically, CLIR effectiveness increased

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.10: Meaning matching based on statistical translation models pruned at
cumulative probability threshold of 0.9 (CLEF). The lower figure is a blown-out
version of the upper figure.
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PSQ PDT SUM IMM PAMM-q PAMM-d DAMM
MAP (absolute) 0.366 0.374 0.369 0.375 0.380 0.380 0.388
MAP (CLIR/MONO) 95% 97% 96% 97% 99% 99% 101%
≈ MONO? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Beats PSQ? N/A No No No Yes Yes Yes
Table 4.4: Best CLIR mean average precision for different conditions of meaning
matching CLEF test collection: 151 English TD queries, 87,191 French documents.
Original statistical translations were pruned at a cumulative probability threshold
of 0.9.
CPT values. Among all the variants of the meaning matching model, the best CLIR
effectiveness was achieved by DAMM (combines translations in both directions and
aggregating on both sides). Except for PSQ, which was worse than monolingual ef-
fectiveness, all other variants were statistically indistinguishable from monolingual
retrieval. Combining bidirectional translation knowledge and statistical synonymy
knowledge (DAMM, PAMM-q, and PAMM-d) led to significant improvement of
CLIR effectiveness over PSQ, which only used query translation knowledge. How-
ever, no statistical significance was observed when bidirectional translation knowl-
edge was not enhanced with synonymy knowledge (IMM).
Comparing the results in Table 4.3 (which pruned GIZA++ translations at
a CPT of 0.9) with Table 4.2, we observe some differences. First, MAP of all the
variants that use bidirectional translation knowledge no longer dropped as steeply
as when translations in the two GIZA++ tables were not pruned. In fact, IMM and
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PAMMq always performed at least as well as one-best translation regardless of the
cumulative probability threshold, DAMM was just slightly worse when all synonyms
were used than in the one-best condition, and the degrade was not statistically
significant. This indicates, as expected, pruning statistical translation models did
improve the effectiveness of the meaning matching model.
4.3 Summary
Our CLIR experiments with the CLEF English-French collections showed the best
retrieval effectiveness of the cross-language meaning matching model (which com-
bines bidirectional translation knowledge and statistical synonymy knowledge), sig-
nificantly outperformed the best effectiveness obtained using the probabilistic struc-
tured query method, achieving CLIR effectiveness comparable to the effectiveness of
a strong monolingual baseline. The experiments also showed document translation
knowledge may be used in a similar way (i.e., probabilistic document translation)
as query translation knowledge is used in probabilistic structured queries, achiev-
ing CLIR effectiveness comparable to probabilistic structured queries. Combin-
ing translation knowledge in two directions by multiplying translation probabilities
seemed to perform better as more low probability translation alternatives were in-
cluded. As with probabilistic structured queries, cross-language meaning matching
using statistical translation models can be adversely influenced by large numbers
of low-probability translation alternatives. When meaning matching is enhanced
with bidirectional translations and synonyms, CLIR effectiveness is more robust to
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noisy translations. In all the different cases of meaning matching that use bidirec-
tional translation knowledge, CLIR effectiveness at cumulative probability of 0.9 was
always significantly better than using the most probable translation alone. In addi-
tion, it is effective to apply a cumulative threshold to the raw statistical translation
models before the full-fledged meaning matching model is developed.
Overall, English-French CLIR is relatively simple and effective. All variants of
cross-language meaning matching achieved at least 95% of monolingual effectiveness.
In fact, Even using one-best translation obtained from statistical MT training led
to 92% monolingual effectiveness. On the other hand, despite the closeness of their
MAP’s, we still observed statistical significance by comparing the baseline proba-
bilistic structured query and meaning matching that uses bidirectional translation
and synonymy knowledge. All experiment results suggested the usefulness of the
cross-language meaning matching model.
Any technique proved effective for one language pair with one test collection
is subjected to further tests. In the next chapter, we study the meaning match-
ing model with a different language pair: English-Chinese. Different from French,
Chinese presents extra problems such as word segmentation and character encod-
ing conversion but does not have morphology. We want to see what findings we
learned from the English-French experiments hold and what findings change for




In this chapter, we present our CLIR experiments with English queries to search
Chinese documents. We used two test collections, one from TREC-5 and TREC-
6, the other from TREC-9. We first evaluated our meaning matching model with
TREC-9 collection. The relatively small set of 25 topics makes it difficult to interpret
comparative results with statistical significance tests. Therefore, we ran similar
experiments with a combined English-Chinese CLIR collection from TREC-5 and
TREC-6, which has a larger set of 54 topics.
In addition to the issues investigated in Chapter 4, we also want to examine less
well-trained statistical translation models on the performance of the meaning match-
ing model. We will show the meaning matching model consistently outperformed
the PSQ CLIR baseline, achieving CLIR effectiveness comparable to a monolingual
baseline. In addition, we found that including HMM iterations in statistical MT
training had little effect on the effectiveness of meaning matching.
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5.1 Experiment Design
This section describes the test collections, query formulation and document process-
ing, statistical translation model training, and statistical synonym identification.
5.1.1 Test Collection and Query/Document Processing
TREC-9 “xlingual” (CLIR) test collection contains 126,937 Chinese documents en-
coded in BIG5, 25 English topics, and pooled relevance judgments. The documents
are articles from newspapers published in Hong Kong from 1998 – 1999. We con-
verted the documents from BIG5 into UTF-8 using the uconv code-set conversion
tool, then segmented them into space-delimited strings of words using a modified
version of the LDC Chinese segmenter.1 The resulting document collection was then
converted into hexadecimal format for indexing. At least one previous study has
demonstrated the feasibility of using hexadecimal format in retrieval systems that
have troubles handling Chinese characters [45].
The Chinese version of the original topics was encoded in BIG5. We converted
them into UTF-8 encoding and segmented them into words with the same segmenter
used to process the document collection. Finally, we retained all the words appear-
ing in the title and description fields to formulate TD queries for the monolingual
baseline. For topics in English, we removed words that belong to the same stopword
list provided with Inquery from the title and description fields and kept the rest to
formulate TD queries for CLIR runs.
1http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/Chinese/segmenter/mansegment.perl
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The TREC-5 Chinese collection contains 139,801 documents from People’s
Daily published from 1991 – 1993 and 24,988 documents from Xin Hua New’s Agency
published in 1994 – 1995. The document collection was re-used in TREC-6. For
TREC-5, 28 topics were constructed, and for TREC-6 another 26 topics were cre-
ated. The topics were supplied in both English and Chinese. We combined these
two sets of topics for a total 54 search topics. Documents in GB code were con-
verted into UTF-8 using the same uconv tool and then segmented into individual
words using the LDC segmenter. Codeset conversion and segmentation were also
performed for formulating Chinese queries. English queries were created in the same
way as in TREC-9.
The experiments with both test collections were conducted using PSE, the
same IR system used in the English-French CLIR experiments in the previous chap-
ter.
5.1.2 Training Statistical Translation Models
Training of statistical translation models was conducted using the GIZA++ toolkit
on the FBIS corpus. The same version of LDC segmenter was used on the Chinese
side of the corpus. After removing implausible sentence alignments (token ratio
smaller than 0.2 or larger than 5), the resulting 1,583,807 English-Chinese sentence
pairs were actually used for MT training.
For the English-French CLIR experiments, we used 10 Model 1 iterations, fol-
lowed by 5 HMM iterations, and ended with 5 Model 4 iterations. Model 1 iteration
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is the basic process of producing an alignment. It assumes any word in the cor-
pus of the source language can translate to any word in the target language that
co-occurs in aligned sentences. Model 4 uses “fertility” and distortion. Fertility
specifies the number of words in the target sentence to which one word in the source
sentence may align. In Model 4, fertility could be 0, 1, or larger than 1. Distortion
considers a source word more likely to align to some target positions than to other
positions. However, Model 4 iteration is more inefficient than Model 1 iteration.
In the English-Chinese CLIR experiments, we were interested in how our meaning
matching model would perform if Model 4 was not used in statistical MT training.
Therefore, we set GIZA++ to output two translation tables - one after finishing 10
IBM Model 1 iterations and the other after finishing 5 HMM iterations. Consider-
ing training in both directions, we finally totaled four raw translation tables after
completing statistical MT training. For both efficiency and effectiveness concern,
we pruned all the four translation models at a cumulative probability threshold of
0.99 before they were used to derive the cross-language meaning matching models.
In the rest of this chapter, we focus on presenting the experiments results based
on the two GIZA++ tables that involved only IBM Model 1 iterations. Results based
on the translation tables that used both Model 1 and HMM iterations are described
in Section 5.2.7.
We identified statistical synonyms based on statistical translation models that
involved only Model 1 iterations, and excluded synonyms whose normalized proba-
bility is smaller than 0.1.
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APL MSRCN IBM TextWise FDU BBN INQ BASE
TDN 0.309 0.300 0.297 0.304 0.288
TD 0.189 0.248 0.268 0.245
Table 5.1: Comparing with top official runs of TREC-9 monolingual Chinese re-
trieval. TDN: queries with title, description, and narrative field; TD: queries with
title and description field. BASE is our run.
5.2 Results
Although we ran our experiments separately with the two test collections, in this
section when we examine each variant of the meaning matching model, we present
the experiment results with the two collections and our analysis simultaneously.
However, it is not our intention to compare absolute retrieval effectiveness such
as MAP between the experiments with these two test collections, because it is less
meaningful to compare CLIR effectiveness gained from different test collections. We
establish a monolingual baseline with each test collection to serve as the “upper-
bound” reference for our meaning matching model. We then present results and
analysis in a similar way as in Chapter 4.
5.2.1 (Upper) Monolingual Baseline
Monolingual Chinese retrieval (using Chinese queries to retrieve Chinese documents)
achieved a mean (uninterpolated) average precision (MAP) of 0.245 with the TREC-
9 collection and 0.323 with the TREC-5&6 collection. Both were used TD queries
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with word-based retrieval. Table 5.1 shows MAP of some top official runs of TREC-
9 monolingual Chinese retrieval.2 Long queries (TDN) often outperform medium
queries (TD), as displayed in the table. Among the three official TD runs, the best
one (INQ) used query expansion. The second best (BBN) had the closest condition
to ours (word-based retrieval, without expansion). BBN later reported that word-
based retrieval was not as good as retrieval based on a combination of character
bigrams and trigrams [85]. For TREC-5&6 monolingual baseline, we extracted the
19 of the 27 TREC-5 queries that were evaluated by the time when the conference
held. We got a MAP of 0.280, which equals to the median of 15 automatic official
runs.3 Most of these official runs used TDN queries and techniques such as query
expansion based on blind relevance feedback. Our monolingual baseline was per-
formed with TD queries on word-based index and did not apply other performance-
enhancing techniques. Considering these facts, we think our monolingual baseline
is a reasonable baseline.
5.2.2 Lower (CLIR) Baseline: PSQ and SQ
CLIR MAP’s for TREC-9 and TREC-5&6 are listed in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3
respectively. The two statistical translation models were obtained from running
GIZA++ with IBM Model 1 iterations only. The monolingual percentage of prob-
abilistic structured queries (PSQ) and structured queries (SQ) is displayed in Fi-


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.1: Matching meaning with translation knowledge from query language to
document language. PSQ: Probabilistic Structured Queries; SQ: Structured Queries.
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0.7) and the best of SQ (at the CPT of 0.4) achieved MAP larger than monolingual
MAP, although the difference was not statistically significant. For TREC-5&6, the
best of PSQ (at the CPT of 0.6) was about 82% of monolingual effectiveness as
measured by MAP, while the best of SQ (at the CPT of 0.1) was about 76%. For
both TREC-9 and TREC-5&6, PSQ showed a tendency to perform better as CPT
increased. In fact, it never dropped below the MAP of one-best translation. By
contrast, SQ consistently dropped as more translations were used. However, the
Wilcoxon sign rank test shows the best effectiveness of SQ and PSQ are indistin-
guishable.
Compared to the results for the CLEF English-French CLIR (see Figure 4.2),
we found SQ showed the same pattern of changes. However, PSQ exhibited some
difference. In the CLEF experiments, PSQ achieved the best MAP in the medium
CPT region and after that steadily decreased in the high CPT region. By contrast, in
the TREC-5&6 experiments, after reaching peak MAP in the medium CPT region,
it remained the same effective even when moving into the high CPT region. This is
also true for the TREC-9 experiments. A possible reason for the observed difference
of PSQ between the CLEF experiments and the TREC experiments is that at high
CPT values, there are more spurious translations in the English-French translation
model than in the English-Chinese table. This in turn may be attributed to the
different sizes of the parallel corpora used for statistical MT training — the English-
Chinese corpus contains about twice more sentences pairs than the English-French
corpus. Usually, the bigger the training corpus, the more accurate the statistical MT
model. Therefore, the English-Chinese translation model is probably more accurate
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Figure 5.2: Query-by-query comparison of monolingual baseline with the best PSQ
(at CPT of 0.6) (TREC-9).
than the English-French translation model.
PSQ performed as well as monolingual retrieval for TREC-9, and it is the first
time that we observed such a comparative result in all our studies of PSQ. For this
reason, we compared the monolingual baseline with the best of PSQ run (at CPT
of 0.6) query-by-query (see Figure 5.2. We found that four queries had much better
average precision in CLIR than in monolingual IR, Query 59, 62, 71, and 73 (see
Figure 5.2). We compared the translated queries and the Chinese queries and found
the following:
• Query 59 (“stealth technology in Asia; what Asian countries are developing
stealth ships or aircraft or stealth countermeasures technology”): Translation
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of the word “stealth” in the Chinese version of the TREC topics is “YinMi”,
whereas the most probable translation suggested by the statistical transla-
tion model is “YinXing”. Although both “YinXing” and “YinMi” are correct
translations of “stealth,” “YinXing” is almost always used as the translation
of “stealth” in Mandarin Chinese. Since the documents in the collection are
written in Mandarin Chinese, the monolingual query with “YinMi” will al-
most always hit irrelevant documents, while “YinXing” will almost always
retrieve relevant documents. This is evidenced by the average precision of 0
for the manually-translated query and the average precision of 0.273 for the
automatically-translated query.
• Query 62 (“Daya Wan nuclear power plant; how much of the electricity gen-
erated by the Daya Wan nuclear power plant is sent to Hong Kong”): In the
TREC manual translation, “nuclear power plant” is translated into a three-
character Chinese word “HeDianChang,” which is a perfect translation. On
the other hand, the statistical translation model suggested more useful syn-
onyms of “HeDianChang,” such as “DianZhan” or “FaDianChang.” In fact,
when talking about Daya Wan nuclear power plant, “HeDianZhan” is used
more often than “HeDianChang.” This explains why the automatically trans-
lated query performed better.
• Query 71 (“China and the Olympics; find documents that describe China’s in-
terest in hosting the Olympics”): Manual translation of “Olympics” provided
by TREC is a 7-character Chinese word, and after segmentation it becomes two
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words “AoLinPiKe” and “YunDongHui.” Although both are perfect transla-
tion and perfect segmentation, the query with these words can only hit a small
number of relevant documents. This is because a three-character acronym
“AoYunHui” is more often used in Mandarin Chinese as the translation of
“Olympics.” In fact, this is exactly the most probable translation suggested
by the statistical translation model.
• Query 73 (“AIDS in China; find documents that report on the number of
cases of AIDS in China the names and locations of aids research and treat-
ment facilities in China and the number of deaths per year attributed to AIDS
in China”): Translation of “AIDS” is unambiguously a three-character Chi-
nese word “AiZiBing” in both the manual translation and statistical model.
However, since word segmentation was conducted on the manual query, “AiZ-
iBing” was incorrectly segmented into three one-character word “Ai,” “Zi,”
and “Bing.” “Ai” and “Bing” often mean “love” and “disease” respectively,
while “Zi” could have several different meanings. We suspect that “Ai” and
“Bing” in the manual query retrieved many non-relevant documents, which
accounts for the poor effectiveness.
5.2.3 Using Document Translation Knowledge
Figure 5.5 shows the results of cross-language meaning matching with document
translation knowledge alone, probabilistic document translation (PDT). PDT dis-
played different behavior than PSQ, with effectiveness increasing more in medium
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of PDT and PSQ. PDT: probabilistic document translation;
PSQ: probabilistic structured queries.
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CPT region and dropped more in the high CPT region. With the TREC-9 test col-
lection, the best PDT achieved was about 126% MAP of monolingual IR, while the
best PSQ achieved was near 116% MAP of monolingual baseline. With TREC5&6,
these two numbers are 88% and 80% respectively. However, the difference between
the best of PDT and the best of PSQ is not statistically significant in either case.
A possible reason for PDT to drop more sharply than PSQ in the high CPT
region involves the difference of vocabulary size between English and Chinese. In
the parallel corpus used for training statistical translation models, there are about
126,000 unique English words and 60,000 unique Chinese words. The size of the
English vocabulary is double the size of the Chinese vocabulary. On average each
Chinese word has twice the translation alternatives as each English word. As a
result, in the high CPT region where the number of low-probability translations
increases quickly, PDT that translates from Chinese to English may be affected
more than PSQ that translates from English to Chinese. This may also explain
the observed difference of PDT between the CLEF experiments and the TREC
experiments — the MAP of PDT did not decrease in the CLEF experiments as
dramatically as in the TREC experiments after reaching the peak.
Statistical translation is asymmetric, particularly for language pairs like En-
glish and Chinese. IBM Model 1 allows one-to-many alignment but does not allow
many-to-one alignment. It is more common for a Chinese word to translate to an
English phrase than for an English word to translate to a Chinese phrase. Train-
ing an English-Chinese translation model will likely be affected adversely by this
restriction from Model 1, whereas training a Chinese-English translation model will
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probably benefit from it. Therefore, the resulting Chinese-English translation model
might be more accurate than the English-Chinese translation model in terms of the
number of correct translations included and their translation probabilities. So, doc-
ument translation may work better than query translation with translation models
trained in this way. For this reason, techniques such as “alignment templates” may
be helpful, especially for training translation models from English to Chinese.
5.2.4 Using Bidirectional Translation Knowledge: IMM
Using bidirectional translation knowledge (IMM) provided marginal help for improv-
ing CLIR effectiveness over using query translation knowledge alone (PSQ). The best
MAP of IMM (near the CPT of 0.99 in both TREC-5&6 and TREC-9 experiments)
is 123% and 90% of monolingual effectiveness for TREC-9 and TREC-5&6 respec-
tively. The best IMM was significantly better than the best PSQ for TREC-5&6,
but statistically indistinguishable from either the best of PSQ for TREC-9. In both
experiments, the best IMM is statistically indistinguishable from the best PDT, or
the monolingual baseline (see Figure 5.4. Compared to the CLEF results, IMM
exhibited a similar pattern of changes (see Figure 4.4).
5.2.5 Combining Bidirectional Translation Knowledge and Synonymy
Knowledge: PAMM and DAMM
For both TREC-5&6 and TREC-9, combining bidirectional translation knowledge
and synonymy knowledge (PAMM-q, PAMM-d, and DAMM) significantly improved
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of IMM, PDT, and PSQ (TREC). IMM: Individual Meaning
Matching; PSQ: Probabilistic Structured Queries; PDT: Probabilistic Document
Translation.
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Figure 5.5: Matching meaning with bidirectional translation knowledge. DAMM:
Disconnected Aggregated Meaning Matching; PAMM-q: Partial Aggregated Mean-
ing Matching in query language; PAMM-d: Partial Aggregated Meaning Matching
in document language; IMM: Individual Meaning Matching.
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PSQ PDT APDT IMM PAMM-q PAMM-d DAMM
MAP (absolute) 0.265 0.284 0.312 0.291 0.298 0.316 0.316
MAP (CLIR/MONO) 82% 88% 97% 90% 92% 98% 98%
≈ MONO? No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Beats PSQ? N/A No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 5.4: Best CLIR mean average precision for different variants of meaning
matching. TREC-5&6 collection. 54 English TD queries, 164,789 Chinese doc-
uments. Statistical translation models: 10 IBM Model 1 iterations, translations
pruned at the cumulative probability threshold of 0.99.
PSQ PDT IMM PAMM-q PAMM-d DAMM
MAP (absolute) 0.284 0.308 0.276 0.287 0.302 0.314
MAP (CLIR/MONO) 116% 126% 113% 117% 124% 128%
≈ MONO? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Beats PSQ? N/A No No Yes Yes Yes
Table 5.5: Best CLIR mean average precision for different variants of meaning
matching. TREC-9 collection: 25 English TD queries, 127,758 Chinese documents.
Statistical translation models: 10 IBM Model 1 iterations, translations pruned at
the cumulative probability threshold of 0.99.
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Figure 5.6: Query-by-query comparison of the best DAMM and the best PSQ
(TREC). AP: (uninterpolated) average precision DAMM: Disconnected Aggregated
Meaning Matching; PSQ: probabilistic structured queries.
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CLIR effectiveness over using query translation knowledge alone (PSQ). In addition,
each of them was statistically indistinguishable from the monolingual baselines (see
Table 5.5 and 5.4). Among all the variants of meaning matching, DAMM achieved
the best effectiveness for both TREC-5&6 and TREC-9 (with a MAP of 98% and
128% respectively). These findings for English-Chinese CLIR are consistent with
those for English-French CLIR, showing the robustness of meaning matching across
different language pairs.
When the best MAP is considered, all four variants of meaning matching that
involve bidirectional translation were statistically indistinguishable from each other.
However, the best IMM was statistically indistinguishable from the best PSQ for
TREC-9 (as shown above) while each of the best of PAMM-q, PAMM-d, and DAMM
was significantly better the best PSQ. This demonstrates that both bidirectional
translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge can help, and combining them can
help more.
To see the proportion of queries that contributed to the observed difference
of MAP between DAMM PSQ, we plotted a query-by-query comparison of the
best DAMM and the best PSQ for both TREC-5&6 and TREC-9 (see Figure 5.6).
Among the 54 TREC-5&6 topics, 39 had higher (uninterpolated) Average Precision
(AP) with DAMM, of which 22 achieved an AP difference of at least 0.05. On
the other hand, the remaining 15 topics had higher AP with PSQ, of which only
3 had an AP difference of at least 0.05 (the difference never exceeded 0.1). In the
case of the 25 TREC-9 topics, 18 topics were better with DAMM, while only 7
topics were better with PSQ. As in the CLEF English-French CLIR experiments,
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Figure 5.7: The effect of aggregation on unidirectional translation (TREC-9).
PSQ: Probabilistic Structured Queries; APSQ: Aggregated Probabilistic Structured
Queries; PDT: Probabilistic Document Translation; APDT: Aggregated Probabilis-
tic Document Translation.
the analysis here confirms that the observed statistically significant differences in
retrieval effectiveness between DAMM and PSQ were not dominated by a small set
of topics.
5.2.6 Combining Unidirectional Translation Knowledge with Syn-
onymy Knowledge: APSQ and APDT
Combining unidirectional translation knowledge with statistical synonymy knowl-
edge was performed only in the experiments with TREC-9 collection. As shown in
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Figure 5.7, aggregation gave mixed results. For query translation it always signif-
icantly degraded, but for document translation it helped in low CPT region while
degrading in high CPT region.
We suspect the different aggregation effect on PSQ and PDT was due to the
different characteristics of Chinese and English. Many Chinese words often had
single-character Chinese as their synonyms in the statistical synonym dictionary
derived from statistical translation models. When aggregation was performed on
the Chinese translations of English words, some single-character Chinese transla-
tions with low-translation probability were grouped into synsets that also contained
high-probability translations. The probabilities of those single-character Chinese
translations were boosted in this way by aggregation, hence they contributed more
to document ranking than when aggregation was not used. Single-character Chi-
nese words could have many different meanings, so many documents not on topic
could be retrieved due to the presence of such translations. Word segmentation may
worsen the effect by producing incorrect segmentation.
Aggregation on the query side (in English) is quite different. Many statistical
synonyms of English words were morphological variants. By grouping them through
aggregation, we could boost their translation probabilities, and they could contribute
more to document ranking than without aggregation. This could improve recall but
not degrade precision. However, the effect was limited to aggregation of synsets
with high probabilities, that is, at low CPT thresholds. When we moved to high
CPT thresholds, a growing number of low-probability synsets were included. Since
low-probability synsets were more likely to contain wrong translations than high-
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probability synsets, aggregation at high CPT thresholds would not help.
Compared to the results of the CLEF English-French experiments, Aggre-
gation exhibited a consistent pattern of effects. Specifically, aggregation always
degraded query translation, while giving mixed effects on document translaltion.
However, the effect (both positive and negative) on the English-Chinese CLIR was
bigger than on the English-French CLIR. Besides the difference between the two
language pairs, the difference between the accuracy of the translation models used
in the two experiments may also play an important role.
5.2.7 Using More Accurate Translation Models
Statistical MT training in the above experiments involved only IBM Model 1 iter-
ations. Table 5.6 shows CLIR results with the TREC-9 collection when 5 HMM
iterations were added after Model 1 training. APSQ was not tried in this case
since previous experiments consistently showed it did not work. Figure 5.8 displays
meaning matching using unidirectional translation, and Figure 5.9 displays meaning
matching using bidirectional translaltion.
Overall, meaning matching performed quite well, with the best of each variant
achieved retrieval effectiveness just as good as the monolingual baseline. There
is no statistically significant difference among each pair of them except that the
best of DAMM significantly outperformed the baseline PSQ, showing again that
combining bidirectional translation knowledge and statistical synonymy knowledge








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.8: Meaning matching using unidirectional translation knowledge (TREC-9,
Model 1 + HMM). SQ: Structured Queries; PSQ: Probabilistic Structured Queries;
PDT: Probabilistic Document Translation; APDT: Aggregated Probabilistic Docu-
ment Translation.
PSQ PDT APDT IMM PAMM-q PAMM-d DAMM
MAP (absolute) 0.289 0.306 0.266 0.301 0.286 0.300 0.315
MAP (CLIR/MONO) 118% 125% 108% 123% 117% 123% 129%
≈ MONO? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Beats PSQ? N/A No No No No No Yes
Table 5.7: Comparison of the best MAP of each variant of meaning matching.
(TREC-9, MODEL 1 + HMM)
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Figure 5.9: Meaning matching using bidirectional translation knowledge (TREC-9,
Model 1 + HMM). IMM: Individual Meaning Matching; PAMM-q: Partial Aggre-
gated Meaning Matching in query language; PAMM-d: Partial Aggregated Mean-
ing Matching in document language; DAMM: Disconnected Aggregated Meaning
Matching.
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Run MSRCN FDU BBN CHUHK PIRCS UMass IBM DAMM
MAP 0.308 0.291 0.287 0.258 0.245 0.242 0.240 0.314
Table 5.8: Comparison with the Best Reported TREC-9 CLIR Runs.
Adding HMM iteration in statistical MT training did not lead to significant im-
provement of CLIR effectiveness. For example, the best meaning matching (DAMM)
achieved about the same MAP with or without HMM iterations during statistical
MT training. This suggests that it may be unnecessary, when meaning matching
is used for CLIR, to train statistical translation models with more complicated and
inefficient IBM Models or HMM iterations. However, In order to get a full under-
standing, future studies are needed for the influence of different parameter settings
in statistical MT training on the effectiveness of meaning matching.
5.2.8 Comparison with the Best Official Runs
Although it is close to the median of the official runs, our monolingual baseline for
TREC-9 is lower than the best of them. Achieving CLIR effectiveness comparable
to this monolingual baseline does not necessarily justify that the CLIR technique
involved is effective. For this reason, we want to compare our CLIR results with
the top official CLIR runs that used the same test collection. Table 5.8 shows the
top 7 TREC-9 CLIR runs and the best run in our study (DAMM). Among these
runs, the best (MSRCN) used pre-translation expansion and complex translation
disambiguation techniques [22]. The second best (FDU) used synonymy resources
and phrase translation [84]. The third best (BBN) used language modeling approach
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and did not involve expansion [85]. Our best run (DAMM), which did not use
phrase translation or query expansion, still achieved a higher MAP than any official
TREC-9 run. However, due to lack of detailed results of these runs, statistical
significance tests were not conducted. We should point out that those official runs
were performed under time constraint and people’s knowledge of the test collection
at that time was limited.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented our English-Chinese CLIR experiment results that
involved one test collection from TREC-5 and TREC-6, and another from TREC-
9. In both cases, we showed that cross-langauge meaning matching that combined
bidirectional translation knowledge and statistical synonymy knowledge significantly
outperformed the probabilistic structured query technique, which used translation
knowledge from query language to document language alone. The effectiveness of
the technique is comparable to monolingual baselines that we gained by searching
Chinese documents with human-translated Chinese queries. Equally importantly, it
is at least as good as the best reported CLIR effectiveness, which used additional
techniques such as blind relevance feedback.
These findings are consistent with what we observed from the English-French
CLIR experiments, showing the robustness of the meaning matching model across
different language pairs, test collections, and statistical translation accuracy. How-
ever, probabilistic document translation exhibited some difference as compared to
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the English-French CLIR experiment. Specifically, its effectiveness decreased more
sharply as more low-probability were used in the English-Chinese experiments than
in the English-French experiments. We suspect it is because the larger difference in
vocabulary size between English and Chinese than between English and French.
English-Chinese CLIR presented the important issue of word segmentation.
It directly affected word-based retrieval as wrong segmentations could lead to the
retrieval of non-relevant documents. Our failure analysis of the monolingual baseline
run with the TREC-9 collection confirmed the effect of wrong segmentation. In
addition, we found that some inappropriate human translations also account for
the decrease of monolingual retrieval effectiveness. As a result, all variants of the
meaning matching model achieved CLIR effectiveness comparable to monolingual
performance in the best case. We believe that word segmentation in Chinese also
had an effect on the accuracy of the statistical translation models, and our analysis
of the difference between aggregation in the two languages seems to support the
speculation.
Finally, within our framework of cross-language meaning matching, adding
HMM iterations in training statistical translation models did not lead to the im-
provement of CLIR effectiveness over using IBM Model 1 iterations alone. This
suggests that it may be unnecessary to use more complex and inefficient IBM Mod-




The most important contribution of the study is the introduction of the mean-
ing matching model for cross-language information retrieval, based on the notion
that information retrieval fundamentally depends upon matching what the searcher
means with what the document author meant. The model defines the probability
two terms share the same meaning. For any pair of terms, their meaning matching
probability can be computed by combining translation knowledge in both directions
and synonymy knowledge in both languages. The probability then can be used
to estimate the term frequency and document frequency of each query term. We
showed the probabilistic structured query method is a special case of our mean-
ing matching model when only query translation knowledge is available. We also
introduced probabilistic document translation, another special case in which only
document translation knowledge is available.
The meaning model is relatively simple and intuitive. The model can easily
achieve CLIR effectiveness that is at least as good as the best results reported in pre-
vious studies that used the same test collections but more complex techniques, such
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as translation disambiguation. In addition, the model can accommodate translation
uncertainty to a great extent. For example, in all the experiments in which bidirec-
tional translation knowledge was used, applying a cumulative probability threshold
of 0.9 to pruning synonyms always led to CLIR effectiveness that was better than
one-best selection.
Through our experiments with an English-French test collection and two English-
Chinese test collections, we were able to answer five research questions listed at the
beginning of the dissertation:
1. When using bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge, can
CLIR based on meaning matching significantly outperform the probabilistic
structured query method, which uses only query translation knowledge? All
the three experiments showed that when bidirectional translation knowledge
and statistical synonymy knowledge were used, the best case of cross-language
meaning matching significantly outperformed the best case of probabilistic
structured queries.
2. When using translation knowledge from document language to query language
alone, can CLIR based on meaning matching achieve retrieval effectiveness
comparable to the probabilistic structured query method? The probabilistic
document retrieval technique introduced in the study, which uses only doc-
ument translation knowledge, performed at least as well as the probabilistic
structured query method in all our experiments. In fact, the best case of the
probabilistic document translation always achieved higher mean average pre-
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cision than the best case of the probabilistic structured queries, although the
difference was not statistically significant.
3. How can we establish a fair monolingual baseline to which CLIR effectiveness
can be compared? In our study, we used statistical translation models in two
directions to identify synonyms, which were then used for query expansion.
Our English-French CLIR experiments showed that query expansion with sta-
tistical synonyms acquired in this way could lead to significant improvement
of monolingual retrieval effectiveness when stemming was not used. However,
when stemming was applied, query expansion with statistical synonyms had
little effect.
4. When using bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge, can
CLIR based on meaning matching achieve effectiveness comparable to monolin-
gual effectiveness? In all experiments, the best case of cross-language meaning
matching that used bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowl-
edge achieved retrieval effectiveness comparable to monolingual effectiveness
under the same experiment condition, with relative mean average precision of
at least 98%. Among the three monolingual baselines, two (CLEF and TREC-
5&6) were comparable to the best reported results gained from experiments
with the same test collections. The third one (TREC-9) was equal to the
median of the reported official runs, but CLIR effectiveness we gained was at
least as good as the best reported result.
5. How does the effectiveness of the meaning matching model change according
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to the number of translation alternatives used, and how can translation alter-
natives be pruned to maximize CLIR effectiveness? CLIR based on meaning
matching that uses bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowl-
edge was robust to the inclusion of spurious translations. In all experiments,
cross-language meaning matching remained as effective as monolingual re-
trieval even when the cumulative probability reached 0.9. However, when all
translation alternatives were used, the effectiveness could degrade dramati-
cally. Therefore, it is important to prune translations. Our study showed
using the cumulative probability threshold could help choose translation al-
ternatives, so CLIR achieved effectiveness comparable to its monolingual coun-
terpart. The technique first ranks translation alternatives in decreasing order
of their probabilities, then selects translations from the top until their cumu-
lative probability reaches a certain value. Furthermore, we showed it is useful
to prune statistical translation models before they are used in the derivation
of the meaning matching model.
6.1 Limitations
Despite the development of the meaning matching model and the significant im-
provement of CLIR effectiveness due to the model, the study has obvious limitations.
Some are common to all IR experiments that involve the use of test collections, while
others are unique to the study.
The meaning matching model naturally pointed us to use synsets aligned
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across languages, and we tested the idea with EuroWordNet. Unfortunately, the
results showed full aggregated meaning matching based on EuroWordNet was sig-
nificantly worse than other variants of meaning matching. The main reason is many
high-probability translations (usually accurate translations) are not covered by Eu-
roWordNet, hence were missed by the full aggregated meaning matching model. A
better way to handle the situation in which there is not a pair of aligned synsets
connecting to words might be to back off to some other variant of meaning matching.
This way, we may be able to recover lots of high-probability translations missed by
full aggregated meaning matching.
The way we selected statistical synonyms in our study may be oversimplified.
As we have shown, each of the synonyms derived from statistical translation models
has a probability that specifies the likelihood it sharing the same meaning with the
original term. The probability is useful for the selection of synonyms in monolin-
gual query expansion and in grouping synonymous translations into synsets. The
selection of synonyms will have an important influence on the retrieval effectiveness.
In our cross-language meaning matching experiments, however, we simply excluded
synonyms whose probability was smaller than 0.1. In better selection solution, we
could use a cumulative probability threshold, or at least try several individual prob-
ability thresholds so that we can see how the effectiveness of the meaning matching
model changes accordingly.
We described two methods of statistically conflating synonymous translations
to represent “meaning.” The greedy method assigns a translation to only the most
probable synset, and the conservative method assigns a translation to all its synsets
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with uniform probability. In our study, we tried only the greedy method as we
suspect it is better. It may be interesting to test the conservative method. Further-
more, we might consider other ways to group synonymous translations into synsets.
For example, orthographic similarity could be a useful cue for deciding which trans-
lations should belong to the same synsets. The conservative methods that assigns
a translation to all its synsets with equal probability might be improved by using
unequal probability, proportionally depending on the total unigram frequencies of
the translations each synset contains. Also, the statistical synonymy knowledge
could be enhanced by merging with WordNet synsets. One way to do that would
be to assign terms in each WordNet synset with uniform probability, then linearly
combining them with statistical synonyms.
A practical limitation of our present implementation of the meaning matching
model lies in its efficiency. In a CLIR system for end users, retrieval effectiveness is
not the only factor that influences their satisfaction with the system. Other aspects,
such as the system’s response time to their information requests, are also important.
For example, in our English-French CLIR experiments, on average it took 6 seconds
to process a query for the best case of meaning matching, but only about 0.1 second
to process a query with one-best translation. However, this issue can be partially
addressed by computing weights at indexing time (in our experiments, we used a
query-time implementation).
Still another limitation of the meaning matching model is that it relies on
sentence-aligned parallel texts, which may not be readily available for some language
pairs. Moreover, our study tested only the effectiveness of the meaning matching
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model with statistical translations obtained from clean parallel corpus. It is unclear
how it will perform if translation knowledge is obtained from noisier sources, such
as automatically aligned parallel Web pages.
In our English-Chinese CLIR experiments, words were used as index terms.
However, BBN reported combining Chinese character bigrams and character un-
igrams outperformed using words alone [85]. However, additional issues such as
post-translation resegmentation arise when translation and indexing units are not
matched [63], and it is unclear how meaning matching can or should be integrated
with post-translation resegmentation.
Finally, actual users were never involved, though the ultimate goal of the study
is to design models and techniques to help them find information. As in all other IR
experiments that use test collections, the user’s information needs in our study were
simply represented as a fixed sets of search topics. In reality, information needs may
change as users interact with the system and the retrieved documents. Therefore,
our study addressed only a small and static part of a large and dynamic process of
information seeking. Also, it is not clear whether the cross-language meaning match-
ing model actually retrieved relevant documents more useful than those retrieved
with probabilistic structured queries. In other words, a quantitative effectiveness
measure such as mean average precision is not sufficient for a full understanding of
a model’s utility. A study that involves users examining retrieved documents, for
example, might provide insight into the utility of additional documents.
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6.2 Future work
The meaning matching model may be tested in other situations not covered in this
study. A potential area of improvement for the model may lie in the use of phrase
translation. Many CLIR studies have revealed phrase translation can reduce trans-
lation ambiguity. Recent studies on alignment templates in statistical MT have also
showed translation based on learned phrases can be more accurate than transla-
tion based solely on individual words [66], directing us toward integrating phrase
translation into our cross-language meaning matching model. Perhaps, we should
integrate word sense disambiguation into the meaning matching model. There has
been intensive research in the field of word sense disambiguation [19]. We expect
some shallow word sense disambiguation will exclude obviously incorrect or impos-
sible translations produced by a statistical translation model, which will make the
meaning matching model more robust to the remaining translations. In addition,
since clean sentence-aligned corpora are rare for many languages, exploring the use-
fulness of resources such as parallel Web pages for the meaning matching model
might increase the number of the language pairs that it can be used for. Techniques
suggested by Resnik indicate it is a promising direction [72].
We tested only the effectiveness of the meaning matching model in the frame-
work of Okapi BM25 weights. The estimated meaning matching probability between
terms, however, can be employed in any IR model that uses term frequency and/or
document frequency in computing term weight. It might be interesting to integrate
the meaning matching model into a vector space model, or to substitute it for the
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document translation model used in retrieval based on language models.
The idea of using bidirectional translation knowledge and synonymy knowl-
edge could also be useful for interactive cross-language information retrieval. It can
lead to better ranked lists of documents and it can help searchers in making bet-
ter translation selection decision. In previous studies, query language terms that
share the same translation as a selected query term were displayed to the searcher
to help define the meaning of a proposed translation (for example, [28]). Synsets
could be used as a basis for pruning the displayed “definition,” perhaps leading to
better decisions by the searcher. Statistical synonyms identified using bidirectional
translation may be directly used for interactive monolingual query refinement as
well. Searchers could browse the list of synonym sets (perhaps together with synset
probabilities) for each query term to decided, selecting entire synonym sets when
appropriate, and perhaps deleting individual “synonyms” in those sets when neces-
sary. This way, searchers would have a richer pool of terms to explore when refining
initial queries.
The meaning matching model could also be extended to other information re-
trieval tasks that require search under uncertainty. CLIR by nature involves uncer-
tainty - given a query term, we are not certain which terms in each document share
the same meaning. The meaning matching model attempts to address these issues
and investigate techniques that can use meaning matching probability to improve
CLIR effectiveness. The improvement achieved in our study allows us to believe
it is a reasonable way to deal with translation uncertainty. Other IR tasks share
similar characteristics. For example, in speech retrieval, documents are converted
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from audio into text, which is analogous to document translation in CLIR. In this
case, the probabilistic document translation technique introduced in this study may
be useful. Similar idea could also be applied to document image retrieval, in which
document images are usually converted into text with optical character recognition
techniques. Again, the probabilistic document retrieval method may help recover
correct strings otherwise missed by one-best recognition methods.
Finally, we were only able to investigate the effectiveness of the meaning
matching model with two language pairs. Human languages are complex, and each
language possesses unique features that might affect retrieval. We anticipate us-
ing the meaning matching model in cross-language information retrieval with other
language pairs.
6.3 Summary
The use of translation probabilities has become one of the most promising areas
in cross-language information retrieval for the last several years. This dissertation
represents a major research effort to advance the state-of-the-art in integrating sta-
tistical translation knowledge and synonymy knowledge into a unified framework.
Ranking documents based on the TF and DF of query terms that they contain
has been one of the most commonly used approaches to information retrieval, as it
has worked well in monolingual applications. Meaning matching extends this in a
natural way to the CLIR case. Specifically, the TF and DF of query terms are esti-
mated separately across languages by integrating the probabilities that query terms
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and document terms sharing the same meaning. Our experiment results indicate
that meaning matching works as effectively as the best known CLIR techniques, and
nearly as well as monolingual techniques. This provides a rich basis for future work
on CLIR and other types of information retrieval under uncertainty.
As we are building a global information infrastructure, it has become not only
desirable but also necessary to share information across language boundaries. The
explosive growth of electronic information in many languages demands techniques
that can help people to effectively access such information. The work reported in this
dissertation provides a unique perspective on how the task of searching information
across languages can be accomplished.
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